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It. tho Crowing Dark Tobac- That Beset the Plaihway of The Crancl
co CrOp is Cerai.l a Country Cohple. paneUed
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1897.
Brannon-Bramhm Nuptials Rev. Ceo. Campbell Ex- Held a Very Short Term of Editor McDonald, of the
—An Elopement. pelled From the Ministry. His Court Yesterday Frankfort Daily Argus,
WENT TO EVANSVILLE, A BC CROWD IN TOWN. BIC OPERA MAY COME. MR. PINERCOMES HERE
Ns Thinks that Not note Than Six+y Per Were fillarriee Got Broke, and the Bride
Cent W.II de P,odua.ed. Went Home on the Train. While the
A THIRD OF THE CRGP IS FROSTBITTEN
Mr E A Carsey, a prominent Louis-
ville deaker in dark tobace o in speaking
of the ceiditiou of the growing mop
and the effect that it will be very likely
to have en the market has the follisw-
ing to say :
"The farmers for the east servers'
year.; have been getting almost nothing
r the common grades of tobacco, sad
last winter, at thn. tans for burning
plant beds, the prices were so disom
a&nrg that many farmers abandoned
..t:ee, of planting say tobacco, and
„slowed no seed. The pine was adopted
--Pio plant less tobacco and male it goed.
This idea prevailed throughout the
dark belt.
"As the season advanced and it was an
acknoieleaged fact thilt the planting
be curtailed, there was a general
..,pede for plants, and every as-Rile:Me
plaut was carefully watched. At trans-
planting time the wheateer was exceed-
ingly dry and the plants became Large,
and the farmers had to haul water and
transplant as best they could, but under
this watering process many of the plants
died on the hill and the flaltis had to be
replanted several times. The serious
time for the crop was from June 1 to
July 20, and the continued dry weather
prevented the crop front being properly
planted, and killed mach that was plant-
ed. The market becarmi uervous and
*peen' !thou was kept eft only by the
strong competition of manufactarez's
and exporters.
"Finally we had fair sermons and the
markets sieclined rapidly and scared if
specmation. The seatou was net at all
suitable for the growing crop, and the
dry weather set in alter August 1, and
in many places earlier, end has continu-
ed until the present time. The crop has
had a poor chance. Half of the crop
was put in late, and grew (if baely, and
much ef the first planting was cut early
to keep it from burning up in the field.
It is estimated that one third of the (aim
was uncut when on the morning of the
21st we found heavy froet that did much
damage to all vegetation And killed to-
baceo in every section.
"Much of this tobacco will be cured
and appear on the market, but it is dam-
aged and it would be better if it thould
be left on the field. We are assured of
a short crop—not over 6.1 per cent, at
the ettuost. All the old stock of the
paid four years has been sold, and the
farmers and country dealers have made
a clean sweep of all the crops up to the
present, and buyers may rest assured
that the available supplies are in the
warehouses, and not on the farms
"Stocks are light, and buyers of ex-
port kinds have been buying sparingly
and will b compelled to come into the
market later on, and no doubt will be
compelled to be much less exacting in
their demands as to quality. The large
advance in Burley smokers will give
dark smokers& chance The dark stoisk
is in the hands of strong people who
are able and willing to carry it until ex-
porters realize the positien of tobacco.
It has been a long time since common
darka wera worth anything and it will
take some time to get buyers up to the
values, but sellers who wait will win."
When bilious or costive, eat a C MOM -
Yet candy cathartic, care guaranteed
150c. Mc.
The Cadiz Teltphone Prints SOM, Grat-
ifying News for Democrats.
The Cadiz Telephone of last week had
the following in regard to the race for
Circuit Judge in this district:
"The leaders of the Trigg county Pop-
alien; have authorized the Telephone to
mate that the Populists will f Et Md to
Judge Cook their meat hearty support.
The intention of every one of thet par-
ty. save two gold bug men who claim to
' affiliate with that party, we are gestured
Li to vote for Judge Cock for Circuit
Judge of this district. And we believe
what they propose to do will certainly
be done. And before the delves.' is very
old it would not be a sat ptise if ninety
percent. of the rank and file of thar
party are not making ai hard a fight
for Judge Cook as they will for the e'er-
Sion Dr. Lackey, their leader, who is
the fa.ion nomiuee for R •nresentatiee,
and also for the other Populist fusee.
nominees in the county, all of whom the
Deneserata will vete fora sed work fo •.
and support with a fidelity which will
win fer the f mann tieltet a tpleralid
tory over the Repriblieee and moarenit•
allic gold beg
• Saxe Jusestslire sea.lesv'rs •t• •
keep a Respnbliean from entering the
race fern-preventative proved at rtiees
sea Mr. Thonme has actepted the noire
inetion to stand for that petition epaulet
Dr. Lerkey, the plea ef the Republieats
to secure Populist tuppert for Breathitt,
wham interests are altegetaer antago-
nistic to their welfare, is rendered more
vague. The Bryan vote is gond:fled in
Trigg, and Juege Cook will beat Breath-
itt badly 112 the district and be the next
Judge."
No men or woman can enjoy life or
accomplish much in this world while
offering from a torpid liver. DeW itta
Little Early Risers', the pill, that cleans.
organ, qpickir. C Hardwick
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UNHAPPYG30011 HAD TO GO BACK ON FOOT
Edward Earl, 18 years Old, and Tillie
Sisk. 16 years old, two yeung country
potpie living near Nortontille, Ky., did
not realize the troubles they would en
counter when they eloped bust week and
came to this city to be married, says the
Evausville Courier.
Cabmen and everybody ' of that sir
seeing they were lovers and were green
robbed them. One fellow Charged them
is to get ther license and "help them
through." At the court-house yowls
Earl did not hesitate to swear that he
and his blushing bride wen of legal ewe
and that there was no objection to their
marriage.
When Mr. and Mrs. Eerl returuisi to
the station the young main dietev-
he tied only money enough to 1 uy . • t3
ticket to his home. I Mr Earl
decided to send his ride home
on the train while e followed
on foot The train aseiveal on tune, the
sad bat wiser husband lifted his weeping
bride to the car, kissed he rkood-t ye and
bravely urged her not to ere.
A polies man noticing thet boy's pecu-
liar action approached him land esked it
he wide sick. "No, not sick," said
the young bridegroom. '1 have just
been married and have had to saud my
wife home Alone becaatie I had no
money to pay nay fare- I; brought $7
with me but it didn't see& to go no
ways at all. They even charged me 50
cents for hauling us to the !hotel and I
know it oughtn't to cost nlore than 5
This is the first time I have ever been to
the Fay and everybody has robbed me. I
want, to get home, and if Ii ever do I
will stay there "
It'sXalartal Fevitr.
We learned Sat'. that Dr Bell, who is
the physician in attenaanoe upon Mr
Henry Clardy. i i ow sataded that his
patient has malarial fever Mad not yel-
low fever, as was reported around
Sri the neighborhood in tvhirh Mr. Clar-
dy is now visiting. The crirrent rumor
that Dr. John D. Clardy had been at-
tending the young man turns out to
have been a mistake.
Mr. Henry Clardy, the •young man
who was reported to have yellow fever.
is a mail agent on a Southern road that
terminates at Mobile, Ala., 'and a rela-
tive of his told us Saturday that he
has simply come up here to visit his
wife and child, who were: hire :1.'nen a
visit, and that, as he was rapidly im-
proving in health, he wouldsto' back to
Mobile and resume his run On the road,
as he was not afraid of yellaw fever.
It is highly probable that many of the
eases of yellow fever reported from the
South are in reality nothing but very
malignant forms of malarial fever, in
fact, not a day has passed since the epi
ciemic began that experts after careful
diagnosis have not discovered cased re.
no-ted to them as yellow :fever to be
simply malarial fever that can be knock-
ed out by a generous supply of calomel
and quinine.
We are glad to know that Mr. Clardy's
ailment turns out to be malarial, instead
of yellow fever.
BOARD OF HEALTH ACTED.
Since the above was put in type we
learn that the State Board of Health,
seeing the report of the casean the NEW
ERA a couple of days ago, Sent a r;pre-
aentative to Mr Clardy's house to see
About the matter, and a Idle the case
looked very suspicions at first, after a
eareful and complete investigation the
Board's representative and Dr. John
Bell, the attending physician decided
'hat it was malarial fever, and later de-
velopments proved the eotrectnees of
their diagnosis. The patient is now
convalescent.
A Splendid Conceirt.
-- I
Never have the people of Hopkiesville
had the pleasure and good feeenne to
attend a better concert thho the one
that was given at the Tabernacle last
Friday by the Louisville Military Bend;
and never has any musical Organization,
that has appeared in thie ciiy been
areeted by a larger or Ore cultured
:indience than the one that almost filled
the big Tabernacle last Friday night.
A large number of ticketm:for the con-
cert had been sold in advaince, and at
an early hour the public btagan to as-
semble in the big builling agni iv eight
l'elock there was a largo anidieuee wait-
ing for the music to begin.
In addition to the program. which
was quite an elaborate ona, the bana
played many beautiful poi:Mier pieces
Each and every piece was mien executed
and highly eideyed by evelebody tires-
'at There was not an in iffereet se-
'eetam Li Cie entire pieess ren-
dered. The selection wit wheal tee
evening's eatcrtaiumeta waie cleated W8F
especially good, in fact, mai mere high-
ly enjoyed by the eetire audience than
vas any other number on the program
It is to be hoped teat this Louisville
Military Bard will pay Hopkinsville
another visit in the not distant future.
The young men of Company D, are
highly gratified at the liteintl manner in
which the public pritroniz4d their en-
tertainment.
--sea e
At Peace With Hie iaod
Friday in the ('jr-nit Clamart at Pa-
ducah George Winston alias "Devil'
Winston, v. ho butchered toeleath Vine
etublefield, his beet girl, was sentenced
to be hung on Friday, Novbmber 19th.
After the sentence had been pro.
flounced npon him, Winston smiled and
said that he had already iade peace
with his God.
I e ...----e-- -
Their Annual Hut..
1
The Christian County I-1: nting C•nbii
has decided to go In Mix Miami fir a
hunt this fall as weal T e chill will
not go, however, until Rothe the , nr-
i ig the meth of Nce4mber. The
Clarkseilfe 'Hunting and Ilimlaine Club
will go to Arkansas about geme time.
e 
-....---i-
Hog Cholera. I
Cholera is still playing t under with
the hogs in the Southern Iona of this
°panty. A great many fanners have
lost a large-per cent of their drives. Mr. I
Hiram Gregory has been( one of the
heaviest losers in the entire comity.'
()at of 112 begs he is reported ti's have
lost to.
-sae—
FOR BEN: —Store-hrms, ing
with kitchen and cabin. Apply to C.
D. BO, Bell, Ky., dltwtf
Speaking at the Court House Attracts An Im Mo-ningstar Visits the City Means Leaves Dr. Setae GoeVto Bowling Green, and Rev.
m. rise Audience. Journalism. G. W. Lyon Goes Back to Lafayette.
Christian Circuit Court convened
Monday, with Judge James Breathat
on the bench. Judge Garnett is here to
discharge his duties as prosecuting at-
torney.
The grand jury was impanelled as
follows :
G. V. Campbell. foreman; R. C. Pace,
Henry Hoe-al-taco' , R. W Francis, Toni
Hale, col., George Pearce, John Thur-
mond, G. B. Powell, J. W. Redd, E. D.
Jones, Ed Boyd and W. C. Holt.
Judge Bresthitt's charge was one of
the ablest that he has ever delivered He
specially emphasized the part relating
to carrying concealed weapons and
gambling.
The court then adjourned until
uesdPy morning tit nine o'clock.
At the Court House.
The joint discussion of political issues
at the courthouse, • Monday be-
tween Judge Thomas P. Co'-k, of Mur-
ray, Democratic candidate for Circuit
Judge, and Judge James Breathitt, Re-
publican candidate,has attracted an im-
mense audience.
The appointments for joint debates in
Christian cuunty,agreed on by Judge
Cook and Judge Breathitt, follow-s:
Gracey, Wednesday, Sept. 29.
Allen's Store, Thursday. Sept. 30.
Lantripe, Friday Oct. 1.
Crofton, Saturday, Oct. 2.
Bluff Springs. Monday, Oct. 4.
Smith's Store, Tuesday, Oct 5.
Pembroke, Wednesday, Oct 6.
Kennedy, Thursday, Oct. 7.
Howell, Friday, Oct. 8.
Lafayette, Saturday, Oct. 9.
At each place speaking will begin at
1 :e0 o'clock p. m.
'The Second District.
Congressional tossibilities in the Sec-
ond district are increasing with the pass-
aig of time. Possible candidates are
bobbing up all over the district and the
Congressional honors promises to be
wenn enough for the most ardent poli•
ician.—Cniontowu Telegram.
--
. Straw Hats and Silver.
Straw hats have declined until they
are not worth thirty cents on the dollar,
says the Louisville Dispatch. This sad-
teu decline destroys public confidence in
he at-ability of straw hats, and it is cal-
inlated to make the impression that we
are mining tito many atrawhats. This
impression is wrong, however, the de-
cline is due to the legislation of the
weather bureau, Which has demonetized
straw hats, and practically retired them
from circulation. The value of straw
hats have declined because the demand
or their use as hats has diminished.
There is just as much straw in them as
here ever was, and it is just as pure
straw and considered strictly as straw,
heir straw value is just the same as it
was before. It is the withdrawal of hat
value that effects straw hate.
It is said that the damage done to to-
bacco in the Clarksville district by the
treat has not yet been accurately ascer-
tained but it is variously estimated from
5 to 30 per cent, of the crop in the field
It is stated that there will not be half
a crop in Robertson county. Many ot
the small farmers and tenants in that
-minty lost their entire crop. The to
bacco that escaped injury was that
grown OD high ground. This was the
earliest frost seen in the Clarksville dis-
trict in thirty years, declare "the oldest
inhabitants."
The damage done in the Hepkinsville
district, Christian, Todd, Trigg anti oth-
er counties 18 estimated to lie 22 per
cent., at the very lowest, and possibly
as high as 30 per cent. of the crop in the
field.
The cote of Shepherd vs. L. & N.
Railroad company was decided by a jury
in the Circuit ( ourt in Clarksville last
week. Shepherd was awarded $3,000
damages for the loss of an arm. He
sued for $10,060. At a former trial he
was awarded $2,000, He will Appeal
to the Supreme court of Tennessee.
Ladies Can Wear Shots
One size smaller after using Allen's
Foot-Ease, a powder to be shaken into
the shoes It makes tight or new shoes
feel easy; gives instant relief to corns
and bunions. It's the greatest comfort
.1iscovary of the age. Cures and pre-
vents swollen feot, blisters, callous sue
ore srota. Allen's Feet-Ease is a eer
luta our, VI* vs tatIllg, I 14 e'-ling feet
et all droggista arid sh. .e, 25e
Trial package free by male Address
Allen S Olmstead, LeRoy, N. Y.
Every mother
feels an inde-
scribable dread
of the pain and
danger attend-
ant upon the
most critical pe-
riod of her life.
Becoming a
mother should be
a source of joy
to all, but the
suffering and
danger of the ordeal make
its anticipation one of misery.
MOTHER'S FRIEND
is the remedy which relieves
women of the great pain and suf-
fering incident to maternity; this
hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made
painless, but all the danger is re-
moved by its use. Those who use
this remedy are no longer de-
spondent or gloomy; nervousness
nausaa and other distressing con-
ditions are avoided, the system is
made ready for the coming event,
and the serious accidents so com-
mon to the critical hour .11e
obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. /t is a blessing- to woman.
81.00 PER BOTTLE at all Drug Stores,
or sent by mail on receipt of price.
BOOKS (i':;traeisniinj, irlal'::)1,1;ninf;irlTalTneernft
FREE to any address, upon a' pplication, by
The BRADFIELD REGVILATOS CO., Atlases. es.
Wznirneo.—Concerning the approach-
ing marriage of Miss Gertrude Bram-
ham to Mr. Gustavus Tyler Brannon,
the Owensboro Inquirer of Sunday
says: "The wedding will take y lace in
the Hopkinsville Christian church, and
will be the most brit iant morning mar-
riage in the history of the town. Mr.
George Trotter Tyler will be best man,
and Messrs. Marc Stuart end Chas. B.
Rudd will be ushers. There will he one
usher from Louisville, one from Brook-
lyn, N. Y-, and four from ilopkinsville,
with a corresponding number of brides-
maids. Iinwer.iately after the ceremony
the couple will leave for a trip to Bos-
ton, New York and Poiladelphia. Miss
Bramham is a daughter of Prof. J. Gr.
Bramhaut, the noted South Kentucky
educator, and is a reigning belle. She
has lovely auburn hair, and that quiet
style of beauty which is attractive from
the first and fascinating after the sec-
ond. Mr. Brannon is a young man in
whom Owensboro takes a just pride.
His determination, energy and high
moral telemeter have established for
him a firm place in the hearts of his
friends and the esteem of the public. He
has held a responsible place in the De-
posit Bank for a number of years, and
has di-charged every trust with that
faithfulness tnat is a part of his na-
ture."
1+1'
me:malaise—Mr LeeMarrell, a farms r
who lives in the Herndon vicinity, and
Miss Ella Liner, a pretty South Chris-
tian girl, surprised their friends by
eloping to Tennessee where they were
joined it marriage. Both are popular
in a large circle of acquaintances. Ob-
jections on the part ot the bride's par-
ents caused the youtig people to run
away and marry. Mrs. Murrell is said
to Lei not more than fourteen ye.ars old.
She is a daughter of Mr. Sam Long.
f 1,
Morteletedett—eBob" hlorniegtar,
Secretary of the Kentucky Press Asso-
ciation, was iu the city Morning in
the interest of the well-known lyceum
he has represented for some time. He
will probably arrange with the Library
Association for CharlestdontevilleFlow-
er and the Reid-Visscher combination
to appear in Hopkinsville this fall. The
Association would do well to sign these
attractions. Mr. Flower was here
last sermon. He has no equal as an im
personatcr. Opie Reid and Vs illiarn V is-
schen the celebrated Chicago literatenrs
and entertainers, are traveling together
this year and have made a big hit every-
where they have appeared. The latter
is known all over the country as the use
heat and funniest man in the United
States. Mr. R.-id hail read in this tette
Col. Morningstar, by the way,prophe-
ties that the next annual outing of the
K. P. A. will beat ever held. The pen-
cil-pushers will go to Mackinaw, Mich-
igan, a famous summer resort.
f 1'
MEANS.—Mr. Harry L. Means, form-
erly of this city, and one of the best-
known and most capable newspaper
men in the South, has decided to retire
to retire from journalism, and will be-
gin this week to practice law. He has
formed a partnership with Barrel H
Farnsley, of Louisville. Mr. Means al
ways makes a success of whatever he
andertakes.
MARRIED,—Mr. H. D. Baker, a well-
known planter, and Mrs. Domes Parker
xere united in marriage at the home 01
the bride, near Crofton Sunday at 9
o'clock a. in., Rev. W. H. Moore, of the
Ohristian chard), officiating. Only a
small circle of relatives and near friends
witnessed the ceremony. The couple
will spend their honeymoon at the
Nashville Centennial.
t t t
BIOHA31.—Rev. J. W. Dighton, of this
city, is a fine story-teller. Here is one
of his latest :
-I was in the (Ince of Dr. Eaves, at
Nash% ille, when a young man came in.
" 'I w-a-a-a n't to be to b b-b-e cured
et•te-turiuga
" 'All right my young man,' replied
'he doctor. 'How often do you stutter?
Do you stutter ail the time?'
" 'No-o-o-o, only wh-h-when I'm at
rstalkiega "
Rev. Bighain gays he will never forget
'he blank expression on the doctor's
face.
t t t
CLARR—The local force in the Reve
'rue Sarvice , on Tuesday, made e
presentation of a silver service to Col J.
in Powers, the retiring Collector, anti
another to Mr. W. W. Clark, the Depu•
ty Collector. The occasion was made
pletiateit social event by the reveutu
leople.—Oweitel ore Mes-ertger.
--
They /Kean Business.
For some days it has been thought
iver in Clarksville that Laws Cheatham,
citizen of Robertson county, Tenure-
see, .ould be appointed Postmaster at
dlarksville, HS tie was barked by the
-state machine. Believing this, the citi-
sena of Clarksville held a monster mass-
sleeting last Thursday night to protest
against the appointment. The court-
nouse was packed with people. The
meeting adopted resolutions of protest,
ilrew up petitions to be circulated foe
signetures and then took up a collection
of *75 with which to pay the expeintes
of a messenger. who shall go to Wash-
ington City, anti in person place in the-
hands of President McKinley a copy of
the proceedings of the mass-meetings,
the resolutions adopted sad the petition
asking him not tif ppoint Cheatham,
who, besides not being a fit man for the
place, does not even reside in Montgom-
ery cornett,. They think that some citi-
zen of the town ought to be made post,
master.
The report Springs had
quarantined against people from the '
South, for fear that if any were allowed
to come it might drive away guests,
turns out to be untrue.
_ -oar -
Everybody Say So.
Casearets Candy Cathartic, the most I
wonderful naedical discovery of the age,
pleasant and refreshing to the taste, act •
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
dispel colds, cure headache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliousness.
Please buy and try a box of C. C. C. to-
day; 10, 25, 50 cents Sold and guaran-
[SPECIAL '10 NEW ERA]
Henderson, Ky., Sept. 27.—Today is
the last day of the Louisville Confer-
ence, the assignments were read out this
moruieg—and the suspense of the
preach. re as to where they are to go is
at an end.
The long-drawn-out Campbell cast-
has at last been completed—and Rev.
George Campbell has been "t xpelled
from the ministry of the Methodist Ep-
iscopal Church, South, for inaeorali•
The verdict of the committee and the
action of the Conference came some•
what is the nature of a surprise to is
good many of Mr. Campbell's fi ieuds
who as lute as yesterday expressed the
opinion that he would be acquitted, and
it created quite a sensation in the Con-
ference. All of Saturday and until 1
o'clock Sunday morning the trial com-
mittee was busy hearing evidences in
the case. Mr. Campbell began testify-
ing at 9 o'clock and was on the atano
some hours.
The defense sprung a sensation. A
letter from Samuel Folwell, father ot
the Mrs. Campbell, was read. It stated
that tae is of violent temper, self-willed
and at times almost uncontrollable.
From that many people formed the idea
that the affair was simply a family
quarrel.
Rev. E. W. Bottomely, Dr. H. D.
Moore, Rev. G. E. Foekett and W. E.
Brandon testified before the committee
that they believed Mrs. Campbell to le
sane and that they believed she had tole
the truth before the investigation com-
mittee of Louisville preachers. The de-
fense called Dr. James W. Lewis anis
Rev J. S. Scobee in rebuttal. Dr. Lewis
stated that Rev. Campbell had convers-
ed wit ii him about his domestic affairs
He said he knew Mrs. Campbell and be
lieved her to be mentally unbalanced.
Rev. Scobee said the same. Rev. Frank
M. Thomas g.,ve important testimony in
Rev. Campbell's behalf.
A member of thecommittee was heard
to remark as late as yesterday that Rev
Campbell stood a good chance to le
cleared and the general opinion at that
time was that he would be acquitted
with a recommendation that the Bishop
Arai/eater a slight reproof, so one can
well imagine the surprise and shock te
Mr. Campbell and his friends when the
verdict was announced. •
The following interesting statistics:
report was read:
Total membership in conference, 47,-
319; local preachers, 192; traveling
preachers, 156; infants baptized, 648
adults baptized, 1,615; number of chard.
buildings, 466, valued at $801,830; num
her of partsouages, 115, valued at 134,-
935; motley expended for churches and
parsonages, $44,681: paid to presiding
elder., $9,121; paid preachers in cbargs
$60 960; paid to bishops, $86); paid con
fereuce claimants, $1,932; paid foreign
missions, $1,393 ; paid domestic missions,
$2,915; paid church extension, $1,684.
paid for educational purposes, $954:
paid to American Bible Society, $252
paid other objects, $20,252; paid for ex
penste general conference delegates,
$215; number Epworth leagues, 48;
number members of leagues, 1,740;
number Sunday schools, 366; number
officers and teachers, 2,671 ; flambe'
scholars, 22,381 Total amount raise(
in Sunday schools, $8,373.
J. S. Crandall, who was suspendte
last year for improper conduct, was, up
an the good report of S. J. Upton, re
ichnitted.
Rev. H. 0. Settle, who has been at
Hopkinsville for four years, goes a
Bowling Green, and Rev. W. K. Finer,
who has been at Bowling Green tot
three years goes to Hopkinsville. Rev
A. T Lyon goes to Trenton. Rev. J. S.
Chandler goes to Sharon Grove. Rev
W. 0.;: kard to Crofton. Rev. Gran
vine W. Lyon to La Fayette.
Protect Your Chickens.
The Atlanta Constitution tells of a
way to prevent chickens from being
stolen. It says: A man in Cartersville
purchapect a gallows on which a man
was hanged and built a hennery of the'
lumber. He has never. had a chicken
stolen from it, and it is said that the
colored brother won't go within a block
of it, if he can feasibly avoid doing so
If you have ever seen a little child in
a paroxysm of whooping cough, or if
you have been annoyed by a constant
teasing in the throat, you can apprt el
ate the value of One Minute Oongu
Our., which gives quick relief. R. C.
Hardwick. s •
Sur- --
prising
results
follow the use el
Clairette Seep e• -
It makes clothe- '
whiter and y
washes them
better—with
less work, in
less time, at - ) •
lessexpense.
CLAIRETTE
SOAP
a pure soap, a good soap, at
economical reap.
Made only by
The W. L. Fatrbank Company,
at. Levis.
OVER AT HAWESVILLE. WHIPPED BY A WOMAN
A Negro Ravisher Was Hung by an Unmasked
AFTER COVFESSING. THE BRUTE PRAYED.
Hawesville, Ky., Sept. 27.—Raymond
Buahrod, who outraged Miss Maggie
Roberts near Petrie, Hancock county,
Saturday, was hanged by a mob in
Court Square here yesterday. The ef-
forts of the Sheriff to remove him to
Ow en -toz o were intercepted. The
negro confesses and also acknowledges
two other crimes of like character. The
The mob was unmasked and no effort
was made to conceal the ident.ty of the
lynchers.
Never before in the hate' y of the
county had the pecple been to aroused
as over this black arid diabolical crime,
although the James gang, the loungers,
McGruders, Sue Mundy, Bill Davison
and the fearful Colter held sway during
the war. Jails and private institutions
have been blown to pieces, feuds have
organized and shot and killed for the
game of politicise yet there has never
been an occurrence that has caused such
wild excitement as that which hap-
pened at 5 o'clock on yesterday, Sunday
afternoon, on Court square, even under
the shadow of the principal churches, of
the city.
The people in their homes knew of the
crime and knew the guilty man was in
jail. They saw the clouds, heard the
moan of the winds and knew the storm
would soon burst.
The present officers of the city and
county are standing for re-election, and
never before had each responsibilines
upon their hands. They knew that re-
sistance would be fatal, for in the un-
masked faces before them they saw and
recognized men from all parts of the
county who had stood for all that was
goot for a life time. They were bewil-
dered.
EFFORT TO SAVE HIS NECK.
Judge John Adair communicated with
Judge Owen at Owensboro. The Cir-
cuit Judge wired to get the negro on a
train for either Gwensboro or Louisville
1 possible; if not, to have the Sheriff
place a heavy guard about the jail. The
Louisville train arrived here at 4:40
o'clock, and Judge Adair and the Sher-
iff knew they dared not get the prison-
er on it. They, then concluded to try
the Owensboro train, which relives at 8
e'clock after dark.
In the meantime the mob had placed
spies at every road, and they discovered
the plot. A rumor reached them that
militia from Owensboro would arrive on
the 4:40 train. They placed sentinels
on Lo lend Leap, commanding a view of
the treins.
"Tee soldiers are coming," Was the
'try, and than there was death in the
tie The Sheriff, by the Judge's order,
aave the alarm that the negro bad
sscaped from the jail, and 500 people
rushed pell-mell down the streets and
icroas the hills in pursuit.
"The mob has been deceived," cried
the older and meeker citizens. "The of-
ficers will save him for trial."
But not so. The Sheriff and assistants
rushed to the jail and got the negro out,
but he mistook their motives and held
back, thinking the officers were part of
the mob. The hesitations cost him his
life. The mob soon saw through the
scheme and came swiftly to the jail.
The Sheriff's men stepped aside and the
guilty, trembling wretch was taken to
the court square. There was no rope at
hand. The suspension was indescriba-
ble. Eight hundred people were on the
emare, men, women and cai'dren—
many from the nighboring Indiana
towus. These towns were more excited
than staid old Hawesville.
"What have you to say?" asked the
leader.
;IdI am the man," said the wretch,
'and this is my third offense."
"Rope!" 'Rope!" shouted half a
thousand.
"Here is a rope," said one.
"Give the man time to pray," Pairi
Benjamin Roberts, the father of the
The negro then prayed and confessed
'several time. The rope was put around
las neck and several men climbed a tree
next to the fence, threw the rope across
a limb, and everybody made for it. In
In instant Hancock county's only rate
isher was suspended between earth and
Heaven, an d half a dozen strong men
were pulling down on his legs. He died
Frankfort, Ky , Sept. $IS —Governor
Bradley denounces as "infamous" the
attempt to in any w-ay connect his name
with the recent prosecution of Hunter,
Wilson and Franks on a charge of con-
spiracy to bribe. His friends say that
he would be able to disprove any charge
that he was connected with the mutter
In any way.
Feeling Much Better.
"For several years I have been trou-
bled with indigestion and dyspepsia,
and often suffered intense pain. I was
advised to try Hood's Sarsaparilla and
soon after I began taking it I found it
was giving me relief. My general
health is much better since I began the
use of this medicine. JANE 'Peck, Rut-
ledge, Tennessee.
--
Hood's Pills cure nausea, sick head-
ache, indigestion, billionsnees. 25c.
HUGHES' "OLD RELIABLE"TONIC. CURES CHILLS
SURE.
50c & $1.00 bottes. Druggists Hays It
DEPT. OF AGFLIGULTURE
Hon. J. S. McCarthy Completely Cured by
Paine's Celery Compound.
Department of Agriculture.
Division of Statistics,
Washintrton, D. C, July it, 1897,
Wells, Ridhardson & Co.
Gentlenten—Something over a year
ago I waS suffering with nevoneness,
loss of appetite and insomnia. I was
all run down, and nothing did me any
good, until a friend advised me to try
Paine's celery compound. I took four
bottles of the compound. and I am more
thad proud to testify that it completely
cured me. 1 I haven't had an unwell
day since.; I eat hearty and sleep like a
healthy by. I consider Paine's celery
compoundi the beet remedy manufac-
tured, and! most heartily recommend
it to sufdering humanity the world
over. Siacerely yours, James S.
McCarthy
Sleeplestiness is the most common, as
well as tip most alarming, ailment
among thaise who toil with their brains.
Patient after patient repeats the game
story. Hegoee to bed at the urinal hoar,
falls off toi sleep very much as usual,
but instead of sleeping through the
whole nighawakes about three or earlier
and can get "no more sleep after that
time."
Carry hame a bottle of Paine's celery
oompoundiand see how soon insomnia
gives way to sound, refreahine tea)
The best remedy in the Is r,T It not
too much for any one to insist
ting. Everyone, whether sick o
must know the immense good Fa.
celery compound has done and iaeloing.
tired, half-sick, sleepless mertaijaed
women all over the country.
The vague, half-hearted attenelso
many people make to get rid eif Irsor
health is pitiably. Rheumatism, ad-
ache, neuralgia, kidney trouble*. skin
disease and dyspepsia may be whitio
terminated from the system, ntiii to
bother one again, if one will but ci nse
the blood and regulate the nerves with
;
Paine's celery compound.
Get out of despondency, the eisir;esed
or whatever name you give to tIi at-
tacks of nervous depression.
around half sect. Persons Wkqink
they are fairly well and "only
tirea" need just the toning up an
freshing that Paine's celery' • iv eta. ad
undoubtedly gives. Nothing art te
more suicidal than for sickly meet, and
women to shut their eyes to the. /real
opportunities offered by Paine'e ry
compound. No remedy ever i ed
fourth such vigorous tee t •• • .1
decided opinions from n, N if
men and women.
We'll pay you well for it. We want k)
a lift toward turning some of our goods
into cash.
hat '9 "C77* y
we are selling everything in stock
5 per cent. above cost until Oct. 1st.
This is straight business.
208 and 210 Union St.. Nashville, Tenn.,
JEWELERS & OPTICIANS.
)ftiPial Jewelers to TennesseCenten-
mai, and largest dealers in the South
in highest grades of
The official Centennial Souvenir
spoons can only be obtained of them.
Of eouree you'll want one!
We make a specialty of fitting spec-
tacles to those needing 'helps to-read". Eyes examined and carefully
tested, freis of charge. Come see us, and talk this matter over, and let us
examine ypur eye*. Watches arid jewc!ry carefully rIpaired.
See Our Exhibit in Commerce_ Building Section 101-106.
B. H. Steif Jewelry Co., 208 and 210 Union St.,Nastville.
Widow Brady Tote Exceptions to an Item in
IlleDoaalds 14,espapes,
[SPIICIAL TO saw zee]
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 25 —The big-
gest sensation that has occurred in this
city in a great many years took place
here this morning—and is now the sole
topic of conversation.
Mrs. Brady, a widow, who resides in
this city, mait Editor McDonald of the
Daily Argun on the instantly lit into
hini with a Cowhide and whipped him
most unmercifully. The woman, who
hrd been hunting for McDonald, came
upon him suddenly and took him by
surprise, but when be recovered from
his surprise he did net attempt to strike
the woman or to make any resesteuce—
etcape seemed to be his only thought.
He was terribly punished.
Mrs. Brady had taken exceptions to
some item that McDonald had publish-
ed in the Argus, and swore she would
cowhide him. Her friends tried to pun-
suede her not to do so, but she was not
to be dissuade from her purpose, so she
secured a cowhide and went on the war-
path bright and early this morning.
After the affair e-as over the woman
was arrested by an offieer who happen-
ed upon the scene just a little too late to
prevent the whippiug.
A BIG SLIdf.
[seismal, TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Sept. 25 —City Attorney
Stone has entered suit against the Lou-
isville Railway company for $174,320.21,
alleged to be due the city for taxes.
A NEW BONO.
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 25 --Chair Con-
tractor Martin has given the new bond
asked of him by the State Sinking Fund
Commissioners. The new bond covers
all Martin's present indebtedness to the
State, besides providing for the proper
performauce in the future.
ANOTHER PLAGUE.
['SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Sept. 25 —A cablegram
from London says that news has just
been received there to the effect that
another bubonic7plagne was breaking
out in India and killing thousands of
people in various localities.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
'Versailles, Ind., Sept. 25—The Ripley
county grand jury has adjourned with
returning any indictments against
the mob that lynched five men here re-
oently, even when some of the men in
the mob are known.
No Cure—No Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic for chills
and malaria. It is simply iron and qui-
nine in a tasteless' form. Children love
it. Adults prefer it to bitter, nauseat-
ing tonics. Price, 50c. teas cl&w 6mo
If It Is High-=*;iass CioJcis
You are thinking of, link us N,.ith Your thoughts and we will convince
you that the best is not too god, if prices are right. [Remember that a
we can show you anything yop need in
HARNESS, SA ft DI,Fs BLANKETS,
Collars, Back-hands, Hames, phaines, Etc., and an elegant line of I.
DUSTERS. We-carry the LARGEST STOCK and give the LON\ L-;
PRICES.
THE NEW ERA.
i• t - BUSHED By-
Kew Era Printing &Publish'gCo
HUNTER *000, President.
OFFICE --N -w Era Building, Seventh
Street. near Main. Hopkinsville, Ky.;
$1.00 A YEAR.
Received at the postoffice in 
linpkinsville
as see.ead-elass asall matter.
Friday, October 1, 1897.
-amassing RATES:-
One I brat tasertecus  $ LW
One e 24ensonse . • 
 
s 
on
One months • 
One task, six months. 
Oni mete one year 
Additional rates may be had by appltea•
lion at the taller..
Transient advertising must be paid for in
atICsklaCt.
curies for yearly advertisements will 
be
11011e0ted quarterly.
Ail advertisements Inserted w
ithout epee-
ided tune sin be ellisrged for until o
rdered
out.
AilnounOstuenta of Mirriage. and Deaths,
not eiteeeding dye tines and uoti
ces of
preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices. Resolution
s of Respect
and other similar notices, five cents per 
line.
- 
CLUBBING RATES: -
The WISKLY Nay and the fo
llowing
paper one year:
W wetly ‘ineincinnnti Enq
uirer.
W.-ekly St. Units Republic
Weakly Democrat.  
Nashville Sun
li.nas and Farm 
 
 II 86
 1 74
1 75
1 76
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COURT DIRECTORY.
r Omelet Couer-First Monday 
in Jane
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
Qt.:Aimee, Corer-Second Mondays
In January, April, July and October.
FCsLCOCt'r_FlratTueedaY in April
and October
Cosrre Cue-First Monday in every
month.
The United Slates had better settle
the Cuban trouble by annexing the isl-
and.
The idea of Spain going to war with
the United States is too riducalotis to be
seriously entertained for a moment.
There is-no objection to the injunc-
tion itself, but it is the shameful abuse
of it that hes brought it into disrepute.
A wealthy and blue-blooded English
man has just married a poor American
girl. Its a long lane that has no turn-
ing.
The Sultan of Turkey is stronger to-
day than he has been since the Crime
an
war and the mutual hatred and distr
ust
of the Powers is responsible for t
hat
tact.
It is to be hoped that every Democrat
who is trying to hold on to his place
under the McKinley Administration
will be kicked out-and in short order,
at that.
Weyler has applied for another four
months' extension on his pacification
promise. Uncle Sam may settle the
trouble before the expiration of four
months.
If Spain, with the assistance of both
the Cleveland and McKinley Adminis-
trations, couldn't whip a handful of
half-starved Cubans, how can she expect
to whip the 70,000,000 of people in the
United States?
Baby Marlborough will not always
have to struggle along as the Marquis of
Beuadford. When he grows up he will
inherit the titles of Earl of Sunderland.
Duke of Marlborough, Baron Spencer of
Wormleigh, Baron Churchill of Sand-
s-mtge. Prince of the Holy Roman Em-
pire, aid Prince of Minde/heim in &la-
bia.
It is asserted that the Sager Trust has
at last eornered the raw sager product
of the world. Such a scheme seems so
gigantic that it is hard to believe the as-
sertion is true. It is a pitiable com-
mentary on the power of a people to
rule itself, if,despite the many anti-trust
laws, one of the greatest necessaries of
hfe can thus be gathered together in the
hands of a few unscrupulous specula•
tors.
That Boss Thomas C. Platt knows
what tie is doing is shown by the fact
that he conferred the Republican nomi-
nation for Mayor of Greater New York
upon his law partner, Gen. Benjamin F.
Tracy. The Bose couldn't have done
better-when his purpose is considered
-anises he had taken the nomination
himself The greatest point to be con-
sidered, however, is as to how the selec-
tion will snit the voters of the big city.
After General Vincent Garde had
captured Lam Tunas the Spanish Gene-
ral, Luque, exchanged with him 19 pris-
oners This was clearly a formal rec-
ognition by the representativee of Spain
to Cuban belligerency It would be a
sufficient es- use for President McKin-
ley or any other spectator to recognize
the belligerency of the struggling pa-
triots. The hesitancy of the United
States is beginning to smack very
strongly of cowardice.
The oold season is approaching, and
the problem what to be with the shone-
ands of bomelees wandering men-
*amps-runsl again be considered by
the town. and cities of the whole coun-
try. Ihe army of tramps seems to grow
Larger rather than smaller, and the ques•
eon each year is becoming more serious.
A tramp without a shelter, hungry and
despondent, is sure to be a filename to
safety of any community. If he can't
beg or borrow he'll steal.
The latest adt ices from the armies of
the Cuban patriots are to the effect that
they are full of confidence in their ulti-
mate triumph, and that they are gain-
ing ground every day, not only do they
know that the heart of the world is
with them, but they have recently re-
ceived so much substantial aid from
sympathizers in America and other
countries, that hope perches on their
Deaner. as never before since the pres-
ent struggle began. With the United
States actively friendly, there can be
but one outcome.
Mr. Seth Low says he's in the Great.
IS New York Mayorality race to May
until the polls close in November, and
that if anybody gets off the track it will
have to be Boss Platt's nominee. Gen
• Tracy. All this shows how easy it will
be for the Democrata to win if they'll
do as they are de lag at Louisville-that
Is, leave all nationalises's, out of the lo-
cal campaign. All good citizens should
favor any combination that holds out
promise of defeating the Republicans,
who are by reason of their political
tenets enemies of good government, mu-
nicipal, State or national. New York
would be better off in the hands of Tam-
many than it would be under Platt's
rule.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, , ss.
Luaus County,
Franz J. Cheney makes oath that he
is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney ,fc 0o., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State afore-
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of one hundred dollars for each
and every sue of catarrh that can not
be eured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure, FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
my ereeence, this fish day of December,
A D. Isis&
-0"
mese
A. W GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
for testimontala, free.
Y. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0,
Sold by druggists, 75e.
Family Pills are the best.
A FOOLISH COURSE.
A lugs prOpeletiOn of the big factorial
;
in the United States rs closed ; thost of
those that are in operation at all are not
employing ball force and are eunning!
of half timee-and paying their laborers;
stow/aeon wages and where one fac-
tory is re-opened even under these con-
ditions two are closed entirely. Thous- I
ands of tailors, shoemakers slid coal
miners all over the country are Oat on a I
strike three million men who are anx-
ious to get work of any sort to do to
keep their suffering families frotn starv-
ing can not get employment at any
price; in the large cities the faiMilies of
thousands of heretofore prospegous la-
boriugmen are being turned into the
streets and left without a roof over their
heads, because, being unable to secure
employment of any kind they have no
money with which to pay rent any
longer; and yet, in the face of all these
facts, which are known to everybody,
Republican, newspapers, Republican
leaders and campaign speakers.have the
cheek to proclaim everywhere that pros-
perity has returned and that business is
almost as good as could be desired.
Could anything be more idiotic than
such a course as this? Are the Repub-
licans foolish enough to really think
that they can make idle, ragged and
starving men and women believe them-
selves to be prosperous? Did • it never
occur to them that the people themselv
es
would find out whether or not they
were prosperous without halting to 
be
told by their enemy, the Republican
party, which made for them their pres-
ent hard conditions and which through
the thieving Dingley tariff hew will 
yet
make them many times herder?
THE CUBAN MATT1R.
The messes of Cubans, whom Weyler
is wantonly starving, are innocent 
of
the overt act and powerless to preven
t
such acts by others. And a great c
ivil-
ized nation stew these cruelties witho
ut
a single official protest. The United
States has been disgraced by the policy
that Wall street forced Cleveland an
d
McKinley-both of whom are its slaves
-to pursue in regard to the bloody
struggle in Cuba. Even at this late
date, when the Cubans hate got the
Spaniards badly whipped bin McKinley
is afraid to act boldly, but sits
by and sees hernial lives; needlessly
sacrificed when by a manly stand he
could plata stop to it. The government
has no right to misrepresent the people
of the United States as it has been
doing ever since the present war began.
With the whole nation backing him,
Mr. McKinley ought not to be afraid to
act even if Wall street has ordered him
not to do so. Mr. McKinley and his
gang are the tools of capitah--and capi-
tal is always cowardly. For the sake
of keeping the New York stock market
steady the people of Cubs must con-
tinue to starve, suffer and die by the
thousands. It is diegraceful!
According to Judge Cox, of the Sr.-
preme Court of the District of Colum.
bia, the civil service order issued by Mr.
Cleveland last November and the one
recently tasted by Mr. McKinley are
neither worth the paper they were writ-
ten on so far as being binding in court.
The Constitution confers upon the Pres-
ident the right to make certain appoint-
ments and if he wants to transfer that
right to a commission he can do so, but
he can recall the power to again exer-
cise that right any moment he may care
to do so. The fact of the business is
that the whole civil servite idea is a
humbug from beginning to the end. In
this country we want no life tenure of
office ; it is opposed to the spirit of our
institutions. Then again, civil service
inevitably means a civil pension Het-
and we have enough pensioners to satis-
fy us at present.
It is true that the poor unfortunate
people now on the verge of starvation
up in the inhospitable Klondike were
warned not to go there, but now that
they are there and in the direst sterl.^
humanity demands that the U de-
States Government go to their rescue as
soon as possible, which it is preparing to
do. The War Department will have a
hard time getting provisions to theKlon-
dike and it is going to coot an immense
sum of money to do so. The Govern-
ment would do well to offer free trans-
portation to all of the Klondikers who
desire to return as many of them have
neither the means to get back home on
norto remain in the mining regions,their
dreams of wealth having failed to ma-
terialize.
The Frankfort Capitol, 11; Republican
newspaper published by Walter Ferree-
ter, the Assistant Adjutant General of
the State, in a recent issue gave
the official figures to prove that the loss-
es of the State of Kentucky within the
last four years caused by incompetency
or fraud or both are greater in the ag-
gregate than was Dick Tate's let alca-
tion. The expense of maintaining the
penitentiany during the tiscia year that
closed last June was nearly twice what
it ought to have been, reaching the ban
mense sum of one hundred and eleven
thousand dollars.
If Tammany can succeed in uniting
the Democratic factions On Manhattan
Island, it ought to easily pile up a ma-
msjortty of at least 60,000 against the
divided opposition. No Democratic fac-
tion, no matter what its financial views
may be, can afford to allow the Repub-
licans to capture the government of
Greater New York the first time, at any
rate, because the party that first cap-
tures it will have to make all the laws
and ordinanoes for the consolidated city
and having throe hundred million dol-
lars to spend it will be tiniest impossi-
ble to dislodge the lucky party from
power again very soon.
The fact that the gambling fraternity
now makes offers without any takers of
two to one on the success of the Demo-
crats in the Greater New York election
this fall indicates that Tammany has
come to its senses and does not intend
to place Dick Croker at the head of the
ticket.
Atlanta has passed an oedinance by
the terms of which any person making
a false statement, withtn the limits of
that city, with regard to yellow fever
shall be sent to the rock pile. That's
pretty tough on the newspaper men of
Atlanta.
London papers are Sliuig with praise
of the bravery of the Sliths in India. It
must be remembered that England is
fighting natives with natives over there.
She can afford to pat her Sikh soldiers
on the back.
_
If Mr. McKinley's Cabin policy leads
to war with Spain. the least that his
friend Mr. Hanna could do this time
would be to send three substitutes to
the front.
-
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TEIERE ARE NO onP YEARS.
The farmer who votes the Itopablicati
ticket by that act virtually antemuces
that he doesn't think his tuxes are heavy
enough and that he wants to pay more.
That is not even putriotiain, because
Uncle Sam doesn't receive a cent of
it-but then the millionaire mauutise-
Surer& of the East are glad to get it. The
farmer should not listen to any Repnb-
licau talk about this being an "off year"
in politics when his vote can have no
effect on questions of taxation. There
are no off years, a victory for the Re-
publican party this year strengthens it
for the next year's fight and a victory
then gives it strength and confidence
for the next great national struggle.
Every office given to Republicans simp-
ly furnishes them with money for
another campaign and whets their ap-
petite for more pie. There is nothing
that can possibly excuse any Democrat
for a failure to vote whenever his party
has out a candidate for any office, no
matter how small and insignificant the
office may be. It is the recognition of
that fact that has made the Republicau
petty so successful in the past. No Re-
publican anywhere was over known to
stay away froai the polls on election
day for any cause-and as a result they
generally w.n unless the majority
against them be overwhelming to begin
with. Repot 1 cans vote for their party
and its doctrines, white Democrats are
too prone to forget their party if they
happen not to like every candidate ou
their ticket. Let all Democrats learn a
lesson from the enemy, and whenever
the polls are open go up and vote for
their party regardless of their likes or
dislikes of individuals on the ticket.
and they'll win more victories.
THE DUTY OF ALL DEMOCRATS.
In the Democratic party the majJrity
rules. When a ticket has been selected
it represents the choice of a majority of
the voters of the party who took the
trouble to express a choice, and every
Democrat owes his allegiance to that
ticket, and haa no right to stay away
from the polls because of any dislike to
anybody on the ticket, for it is the Dem
ocratic party and Democratic principles
he is asked to vote for, and the can-
didate in a secondary consideration. The
combined wisdom of all the voters of
the party is greater than that of any
single man in it, and no true Democrat
recognizing that fact, should 841 up his
judgment against that of his whole
party, but should gracefully accept the
situation, remembering that each iu•
dividnal voter in the party can not have
his personal choice in the naming of the
candidates. We hope that every Demo-
crat in Christian county will look at the
matter ill this light and on the day of
the next November election walk up to
the polls and vote the Democratic ticket
early-and often. It is not the success
of any particular candidate, but the
triumph of Democratic principles that
every disciple of the immortal Jefferson
should work for. Nothing can r xcuse
Democrat for failure to vote his party
ticket next Novemb4r.
AN IDLE RUMOR.
The rumor that the nations of Europe
had formed a coalition to prevent the
United States from interfering in the
Cuban war is simply absurd. The only
nation that would care is Austria,
which would object because the Queen
Regent of Spain is anAustrian Princess,
but Austria is not a maritime power,
and therefore, could do nothing. Ger-
many has all she can attend to in Eu-
rope aid besides she would not do any-
thing that would displease Ramie,
whish has always been friendly to the
United States. Butane is isolated and
could get no European nation to inter-
fere in the prOtectiot. of her interests in
America or anywhee else. The fact is
that the European nations can not forn,
a coalition, as the recent attempt to a, t
in concert on the Eestern question ful y
demonstrated. They are kept apart by
f " ""i jealOttqy. The coalition rumor
ss NA urk of De Lome, Spain's
Minister as Washington, who has re-
cently been very active in the interest
of his Government.
EMPTY PROMISES.
During the campaign of last year la-
borers in all lines of business were as-
sured that wages would be increased
the day after the election if McKinley
won. The Democratic party told the
laboring men that the promises would
not be carried out, but the working uien
again trusted the party that had deceiv-
ed them regularly every fourth year for
nearly thirty years. Mr. McKinley has
now been President for seven months-
and instead of an increase in wages
there has been an actual decrease, as
the numerous strikes that have taken
place since McKinley's inauguration
show. Not only has there been a de-
crease in wages, but as soon as the sur-
plus stocks have been worked off the
value of wages will be decreased by
about one-half because the necessaries
of life to be bought with those wages
will be increased in cost by just mes-
hed, the Dingley tariff bill being that
much higher than the Wilson bill.
The Cincinnati Poet says: "Even if
Luetgert is acquitted be can never again
enjoy a minstrel show. When the in-
terlocutor asks, 'How do you feel this
evening, Mr. Bones,' ills bound to bring
up unpleasant recollections."
Cheat Britain has sentenced the can-
[libel King of Beale to lifelong exile in
the slave settlement of Calabar.
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6T01111113 SWEEPS OVER CUBA.
rein; IAL TO NEW MU]
Havana, Sept. 39.-A terrific storm
devastated Cuba at an early hour this
morning. Lives were destroyed and
houses and other property were swept
before the awful wind as if they had
been an much chaff.
iall repels, of course, have rot yet
been received, but it is known that in
the interior province* fifty residenoes
were wrecked and thirty lives were lost.
It is believed that full reports will
show the destruction to be greater than
is now supposed. The destruction
caused by Weyler has been great enough
without the elements coming to his as-
sistance.
MYSTERIOUSLY MISSING.
I SPECIAL TO NEW SRA;
Madisonville, Ky., Sept. 30.-Joe
Woodard, a prominent grocer of this
place mysteriously disappeared on last
Monday and nothing has since been
heard of him. As there was no cause
whatever for hie leaving his home and
business, it is believed firmly by his
family and friends that he has been
murdered.
A vigorous search for him is 6till be-
ing kept up, but it is feared that it will
be a fruitless one.
NINE HOUSES BURNED.
fersciAL TO NNW anal
Pineville, Ky., Sept. 30.-There was
quite a big fire here this morning, nine
residences on Cumberland Avenue be-
ing totally consumed. Everything was
so dry that the public experienced much
difficulty in extinguishing the flames
and in saving buildings on the opposite
side of the street.
The origin of the fire is unknown,
of mailing only, and receive free a copy 4:11 WPC) Ft I.Ae.
of Dr. Pierce's id.slical Adviser Ad-
I dress World's Dispensary Medical As- ' tone; sigsatare
Oc/cesium, Buffalo, N. Y.
The pain that sometimes strikes a man
at the most inopportune moment is due
to indigestion. It may come in the
midst of a dinner and make the feast a
mockery. It is a reminder that he may
not eat what he chooses, nor when he
chooses. He is a slave to the weakness
of his stomach. A man's health and
strength depend upon what he seta out
of hie food. This depends on his diges-
tion. Remove the obstruction by tak-
ing Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. They
are a positive cure for constipation and
its attendant ills-hesdaches, sour
stomach, flatulence, dizziness, bilious-
ness and "heartburn." The "Pellets"
are very gentle in their action. They
simply smile nature. They give no vio-
lent wrench to the system. They cease
no pain, nor griping.
Send 21 one-cent stamps to cover cost
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'UNITED DEMOCRACY", ON i'llE INCREASE. A CA8iNET CRISIS.
•••••••-.1.
Last Night Nominated the Yellow Fever Cases Inas:3as- Spanish Ministers Tender
Great Singe Taxer, nig at New Orleans. Their Resignations,
_
MR. HENRY CEORCE, FOUR DIED IN A DAY.
As Its Candidate for Mayor of Greater New
York-He'll Ran Unless Tammany
INDORSES THE CHICAGO PLATFORM.
(SPECIAL TO NEW IRA I
New York, Sept. 2$-The allied sil.
ver organizations of Greater New York,
uudar the name of"Uuited Democracy"
nominated Henry George to make the
race for Mayor of the consolidated city.
The Republicans-the machiue under
Botts T. C. Platt's control-nominated
Gen. Tracy, who was Secretary of the
Navy duties( Harrison's Adueuistra.
tion.
All eyes are now turned toward Tam-
ninny; everybody is now anxious to
know what Richard Croker is going to
do. Mr. George was in favor of the
United Democracy poistpoaing its nonai•
nation until after Tammany had shown
its band, but it was urged that the elec-
tion laws were such that he (-mild with-
draw in plenty of time in case Tam-
many should put up a satisfac-
tory ticket. If Tammany could only be
induced to indorse the candidacy of Mr.
George, he would be able to win in a
walk over the divided Republicans un-
der Low and Tracy, because there is a
natural Democratic majority of sixty
thousand in the territory covered by
Greater New yo.
The McKinley Administration will do
all it can for Gen. Trace by putting the
Federal patronage in New York at his
disposal.
An attempt is being made to revive
the Hugh J. Grant boom, but well-post-
ed men say that Tammany will not
nominate him,
FATALLY SHOT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Now Orleans, La., Sept. 28 -Rutland
MeEnery, a nephew of United States
Senator Samuel D. McEnery, of this
State, was fatally shot yesterday near
Monroe, Ouachita parish. Yesterday a
negro named Mark Ferran assaulted the
ten-years-old daughter of Iabam Lan-
drum, a fanner of that parish. The child
was fri; htfully injured, but did not
make kuowu the facts until illness forc-
ed her to tell them. The negro had told
her he would kill her if she told on him.
It was later learned that two weeks ago
the negro, who worked on the farm, lied
also outraged the little girl's sister.
The entire country turned out in a
posse to run the negro down, and blood-
hounds were placed on his trail. Mc-
Enery, who was in advance of the re-
mainder of the party, heard that the
brute was in hiding at the cabin of a
--eeo named Turner, so he went there
ulone and demanded admittance and
when it was refused he attempted to
force his way in. Turner raised up his
rifle and fired a ball into MeEtiery'e
body near the heart. At that moment
McEnery's friends came up and shot
Turner dead in his tracks If Ferran,
the arch-fiend, is caught the mob will
make very short work of him, especially
since the shooting of MeEnery, who, it
is thought, can not poesibly recover.
A SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKER DEAD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW Eat]
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 29 -William
Reynolds, of Peoria,Ill ,who was known
as one of the leading Sunday school
workers of the United States, died in
this city tut evening.
BELIEVES TATE ALIVE.
lisexciee TO NEW ERA]
Henderson, Ky , Sept. 2:J.-Ex-Gover-
nor John Young Brown thinks
"Pick" Tate is alive, basing this opin
ion on efforts made during his Admiuie.
tration to secure his pardon. In regard
to the recently published interview with
William Pinkerton, Gov. Brown says
he never had any communications with
the detective concerning the capture of
Tate,
CHICAGO PLATFORM INDORSED.
IS'PECLAL TO NEW IBA)
Boston, Mass., Sept. 29.-George Fred
Williams was nominated for Governor
of Massachusetts by the Democratic con•
Veution at .Vi'ohcester yesterday. The
Chicago platform was indorsed in spite
of the fact that several gold bugs in the
oonvent ion tried to prevent II from be-
lug.
IT SHOULDN'T BE ALLO*ED.
feee('teL TO SEW Eat)
Washington, Sept. 29.-A Treasury
official says that if Collector Yandell
and Deputy Collector Franks want to
change place.; at Owensboeo the scheme
is not likely to meet with objections at
the department.
BIG 110NEY WON.
IseaciAt TO NEW ERA J
New York, Sept. 2e. --At the Harlem
race track yesterday the Proviso Stake
wee won by the filly Alleviate, owned
by Mr. W. F. Schulte, President of the
New Louisville Jockey Club. She was
backed from 30 to 1 to 10 to I, and the
Louisville crowd took down a good sum.
THE TOBACCO TR/DE.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 29.-Activity in
the tobacco trade continues and exciting
!comes are enacted daily on the
'-breaks." The shortage in the crop has
led to much speculative being and at
the same time speculators and rehand-
len are realising large talents on pun
chases made earlier in the season.
A DIVORCE SUIT.
[selectee TO NEW IRA]
Richmond, Va., Sept. 29.-In the di-
vorce suit of Steward H. Ford, against
his wife, Mrs. Loretto S. Ford, daugh-
ter of Rev Sam W. Small, Mrs. Ford
has filed a cross bill. It was ordered by
the court that the cases be tried jointly.
A Cart load of Gold
makes It al
by writing
'if you damped •
cart-load of gold at my
feet It would not bring
such joy and gladnetoi
into my life." So writes
• prominent man after
using the method of
self-treatment that has
restored so many men
who had been wrecked
by excesses, over-work
or evil habits of youth.
A little book that
data may be had withou t chargiri
THE ERIE MEDICAL CO.,
es Niagara St., Buffalo, N. V.
No C. 0. 13. scheme; no patent medicines.
twat the book nadir plain letter seal.
14,
Clay school- Room
High school-
II 
"
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Great Suffering I mong Alabama People Re-
cluse ut the Strict Quaraniire.
A COWARD BASELY DESERTS HIS WIFE.
ISPICCIAI, TO NKW ERA)
New Orleans, La., Sept. 1.10.-Yester•
day's yellow fever record up to 11:30
o'clock last eveniug is as follows: .
New Orleans: New cases, 25; total
"tiles, 204 ; deaths, 4.
Edward.: New cases, 24 ; total cases,
225; deaths, I.
Biloxi: New cases, 15; total cages,
142.
Scranton: New cases, 9; total case.,
23.
Yesterday was a record Isreaker in the
number of new yellow-fever oases re-
ported, while the deaths equalled in
number those of any day since the yet-
low fever was first discovered in the
city. There are various reasons given
for the spread of the disease, but the
principal ones are two-that the weath-
er tarried warm unite and owing to
the much wider field to cover the Board
of Health has had some difficulty in
getting every house as closely guarded
as was possible when the cases here
were few in number and the trained of-
ficials of the board were stationed about
the quarantined hopses.
The fact that the deed, rate has been
small and that the chances of an 
demic have been constantly growing
less have made the general public some-
what careless and there has been in-
creasing friction between the quaran-
tined people and the authorities. Im-
prisoned inmates of houses have been
going over back fences and sneaking
out of side doors in order not to be con-
fined, and the result has been that more
germs have been scattered and rapidly
developed in these warm days.
Four or five charitable institutions
in the city have become infected with
the disease.
The r:ver towns in Alabama which
depend upon Mobile for supplies are
suffering for the necessaries of life, hat
under the quarantine restrictions of the
State Board of Health boats can not
land. Texas people, after quarantin-
ing against the world, have at last con-
sented to an investigation of their own
fever.
The saddest and most sensation case
that has been reported in New Orleans
occurred yesterday, and was that of
Mrs. Jennie Alfori, Mrs. Alford, her
daughter and eon-in-law, Edward A.
Reppert, came here about a year ago,
and Reppert got employment as steno-
grapher for Superiuteielent Curran, of
the Northeastern railroad. Yesterelay
Mrs. Alford was stricken with the fever
and Reppert, greatly terrorized, immed-
iately packed his grip and fled North,
leaving his wife to attend to her mother
in a strange city. Mrs. Alford died yes-
terday morning and was buried in two
home, and her daughter is absolutely
prostrated. The cause of the death was
not officially reported to the Board of
Health until several hours after the
beefy of the woman had been interred.
IT le RAsy TO
People who fail to look after their
health are like the carpenter who neg-
lects to sharpen his tools. People are
not apt to get anxious about their
health soon enough. If you are "not
quite well" or "half sick" have you ever
thought that your kidneys may be the
cause of your sickness?
It is easy to tell by setting aside your
urine for twenty-four hour,; a sediment
or settling indicates an unhealthy con-
dition of the kidneys When urine
stains linen it is evidence of kidney
tremble. Too frequent desire to urinate,
minty simpuly, pain or dull ache in the
back is also convincing proof that the
kidneys and bladder are out uf order.
There is satisfaction in knowing that
the great remedy Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-
lhoot, fulfills every wish in relieving
weak or diseased kidneys and all forms
of bladder and urinary troubles. Not
only does Swamp-Root give new life and
activity to the kidaeys-the cause of
trouble, but by treating the kidneys it
arts aa tonic forth entos constitution.
If you need a medicine take Swamp-
Root-it curette Sold by druggists, price
fifty cents and one dollar; or by sending
your seeress and the !mum of this paper
to Dr. Kilmer & 13ingharnton, N.
Y., you may haves sample bottle of this
great discovery sent to you free by mail.
A VERY NOVEL THEORY.
melee TO NEW RSA
Sebree, Ky., Sept. 80.--On the basic
fact that the pure blooded African has
absolute protection from yellow fever,
Dr. A. It. Jenkins, of Kentucky, offers
to the experts present in the focal re-
gion of that dinette's this new treatment:
that they transfuse the blood of the col-
ored man tete patients suffering in the
beginning stage with the severe form of
fever as a yellow fever antitoxine.
It may cure or immunities through the i
destruction of the yellow fever germs in i
the patient's system by the phagocytes,
and planocytes of the African's blood. It '
is almost certain that it is these organ- I
isms in the African's blood that protect I
him, acquired by ages of exposure to
this disease.
Several ounces of blood from the gen-
nine African should be used in the first ,
stages of the case, before necrosis of the
liver takes place.
The Public School.,
The Honor Roll of the Hopkiosville
public schol for September, 1897, fol-
lows:
Total per cent, of attendance, 93.4.
WHICH ARE ACCEPTED
Sagnsta May be Made Prime Minister-11 He
is, He'll Recall Gen. Weyler.
AN ENGLISH leEW OF THE CU13/1:4 MATTER
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA!
Madrid, Sept. 110.-The entire, Cabinet
on yesterday teueltired its resignation to
the Queen Regent. The I:teem:atone
were accepted, but the Queen staked the
Cabinet to remain in office until the
crisis could be solved. To-day her Ma•
jesty calls a meetirg of the party leaders
and the Presidents of the Senate and
Chamber of Deputies to ascertain their
views. It is the general expel-scion
that Senor Sagaata, the Liberal leader.
will be called upon to undertake the
formation of a Cabinet. It is reaffirmed
that should Senor Sagasta become Prime
Minister he would recall Gen. Weyler
from Cuba and confer autonomy upon
that island. The Cubans, however, will
decline to accept anything short of ab-
solute inelependeuce.
The troubles which have resulted in
the resignation of the Cabinet haae
been brewing for a longtime, and the
death of Prime Minister Canovas pre-
cipitated the downfall of the Ministry.
AN ENGLISH VIEW.
London, Sept. 30.-The October num-
ber of the National Review contains an
article on the situation in Cuba, which
says:
The great mass of the people of the
L lifted States have long wished to inter-
vene in Cuba at all costa. The British
people would, in their place, share their
sentiments and desires, and long before
this the British government would have
been compelled to act or would have
perished. In America, there appears to
be frequently a complete divorce
on fcreign questions between
public opinion and the quad-
rennially elected despot. The last
despot declared that ( tem lay within
the American sphere of action, and
warned the other powers against inter-
ference. They acquisced. The policy
of the present despot has not yet been
revealed. We do not much believe in
his ultimatum, though possibly he may
take some step which will cause the
Spanish people to boil over.
"Every European must sympathize
with the courageous and respected
Queen Regent of Spain in her terrible
political afflictions. This does not af-
fect the fact, however, that Cuba, under
Spanish auspices, has become a hell
upon earth, and it would be a grave re-
poach upon the American people if
they del not desire to suppress aut.?i a
hideous scandal at their very doors.
"The Administration is desperately
anxious to avoid a crisis, which will
probably come in temp shape, and may
be precipitated by Spain."
PROMINENT MAN GOES CRAZY.
His Reason Was Dethroned When He
Lost His Fortune.
Mr. Robert Brown, a prominent eiti•
zeu of Seetsville, was taken to the Wes-
tern Asylum for the Insane yesterday.
He was accompanied here by hie son,
Clay Brown, and Officer William Read,
both of Allen county.
Mr. Brown was tried before the court
for lunacy, and it was thought beet to
send him where he could receive proper
treatment.
The afflicted gentleman's reason was
dethroned by hie heavy loss by the
breaking of the Soptsville bank of which
he was one of the directors, having
given up all he possessed to meet his
share of the obligation, being a man of
the highest honor and integrity.
Sends out Checks.
Treasurer Long to-day will send out
checks against the State Treatiry ag-
gregating $450,000, all of which the
State Treasury is prepared to pay on de-
mand. The biggest sum will go to the
fund, on the first installment due to
school teachers, and about $325,000 will
be paid out on that account. The regu•
lar quarterly allowances to asylums is
also to be paid, aggregating about $12e,-
000 and in addition toithis the salaries
of State officers andittaches of State
offices', Circuit Judges and Common-
wealth's Attorueys and other current
expenses of the State will be included
in the big draft.
They Sr. Many.
The Jess Ish celebt aeons of this week
recall the fact that the Hebrews in
America are increasing at a prodigoue
rate. While from 1860 to 1890 the popu-
lation of the country as a whole just
doubled (1860, 01,000,000; 1890, 62,000,-
000), the Jews of America in the same
time increased seven fold (from 150,000
to 1,00),000), There are 350,000 Jews in
New York city alone.
_
Mothers
Anxiously watch declining health of
their daughters. So many are cut off
by consumption in early years that
there is real cause for aneletv, itt
the early stages, wbeu not beyond
the reach of medicine, Hood's Sarsa-
parilla will restore the quality and
quantity of the blood and thus give
good health. Read the following letteri
"It is but just to write about me
daughter Cora, aged IN. She was corns
pletely ran dowse declining, had that tired
leeling, and friends said she would not
live over three months. She had a bad
Cough
The following rooms were above the end nothing seemed t
o do her any good.
average in regularity of attendance. I happened
 to read about Hood's &reaps-
rill* and bad her give It a trial. From the
95 7 Very first dose she began to get better.
After taking a few bottles she Was corn.96 4 pletely cured and her health has been the
96 9 best ever since," Mts. ADDIS Pace,
97 8 12 Railroad Inace, Amsterdam, N. Y.
/57 4 "I will say that my mother has not
06 it stated my case in as strong words as I
97 4 would have done. Hood's Sarsaparilla
96 4 has Mired Me and I am now well."
. 
6 
7 
(10th Grade) " 8 
(11th Grade)'' 8 
Viz. St. school " 9 
8 
4 
411
The following rooms had no tardiness
during the month:
Clay St. school Rooms 2 and 11
High school (11th grade) "
Virginia St. school  " 1, 2, 3, 4.
ENROLLMENT FOR THE MONTIL
Sept. '96 Sept. '97.
403  Clay St. school  448
78 . ...... High School   97
149 Vireillia St. school 150
680  Totals 690
A CONFERENCE.
McKinley an d Sherman
Hold Hasty Conference.
THE CUBAN QUESTION
Is Belleved to Have Bern the Subject that
They had Under DiSCUSSiOn,
DR. HUNTER IS TO GO TO GAUTEMALA
)emelt'. TO NEW ERA)
Washington. Sept. 30.-This morning
President McKinley after receiving for-
taiga disputches hastily summoned Sec-
retary Sherman and the two officials
held a long contereece. The President
gave order* that nobody should disturb
him ureter any consideration.
It I. whispered about the State De-
partment that the dispatches were from
Minister Woodford, at Madrid, and
that the Cuban situation had taken a
sudden and unexpected turn and that it
was highly probable that the President
and Seeretary of State would at once
take decisive action of some sort.
It is known that if Segura is made
Premier today he will recall Weyler and
try to force autonomy upon the Cubans,
and it is believed that the Spanish gov-
ernment is now trying to find out wheth-
er that would satisfy the people of the
United States. An the Cubans would
Lightning Hot Drops-
Whet o Funny Name I
Very True, but it Kilts All Pain
Sold Everywhere, Every Day-'
Without fl.IIef. There is No Pay!
FOR SALE BY It 0. HARDWICK
Cit•T
k DI,'
oartagpit,4
.t0461/ stip
Visitor-
Tilly:TT. 4
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(L3:11.3) )1
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ONSIDER THE COST, SuppOti the
building is 60x25it3o. It wiil require
to paint it, 14 gals. ready-mixed paint
at $1.25 per gal.-$r 7.50.
Or, four kegs of white lead It.6.00;
five gals. pure linseed oil, $2.00 ; four cans
tinting colors, So cts. ; 3 pt Japan dryer,
13 CIS. ; pt. turpentine, 5 cts. Total,
$9.00-a saving of $8.5o in favor of
Pure White Lead without con-,idering
its greater durability. Examine the 1,rand
(see list).
By using Nadi:1ml Lead Co.'s Pere Whit. Lead :testae, deb.
ors, any dewed shade is rve45y ebuu.vc Capne go-,u
valuable .ofuematsk, And card ilwerina 14.1117p.t, •'v .v, ors
also cards showing rart Until of tWelVe beams at differ.. ..14,41/11 palmed le
tannos tot ski e consbutatsons at Abadan ferwarded opus appousisce 10 thew
intendmig Ivpaint.
NATION/Q. LEAD CO., CINCINNATI BRANCH,
Cur. 7th St. and Freeman Ave., Cincianisd, O.
FREE
decline to acciept anything short of ab-
solute independence it is not thought
;het Presidein McKinley will attempt
to coerce thefts into accepting antonomy
-for he would certainly fail, as the Cu-
bans would die before they would recede
from their ddmand for freedom.
The DroUth.
The worst drouth which has visited
this section since its61 is becoming a very
serious maler to farmers and aback
growers. Riiin has not fallen since the
last week inlJuly, and as a consequence
spring. Audi branches have practically
dried up, lade crops are parched in the
fields, pastukes have entirely given out
and in mans instances stock is driven
miles to water. A correspondent has
just returned from an overland trip
through portions of Caldwell, Northern
Trigg and Southern Christian and be
finds the coiMplaint wide-spread. It is
estimated that the dronth conditions
are responsOble for the blightiug effects
of the frost 'upon the tobacco last week,
and no lees than 590 acres of the weed
was killed * this belt alone. Little or
no land htudbeen prepared for fall wheat
sowing, and it looks gloomy indeed for
the ferment. •
OR. MINTER ACCEPTS.
111PWIAL TO NSW zee)
Washington, Sept 30 -Dr. W. God-
trey Hunter, of Kentucky, calle d on
President McKinley yeeterday and
again to-day, and at his last vise he ac-
cepted the Gantemalan mission. As
there is now a war in that country an
as large American interests are in dan•
ger there and need protection, the Pres-
ident expressed himself as being very
anxious that Dr. Hunter Ftiotia go
there as soon es possible, se he has ce-
cideci to set out for his post of duty im-
mediately.
It is believed that the doctor would
have tried to be made Surer/or of the
Port of Louisville if he had not felt that
the President would not toe wil1in to
create such a row r..s would have been
the result if he had given it to Hunter
after having so faithfully promisee it to
Barnett, of Hertfcrd, Ky.
No Snows.
No fog in August. no snows in win-
ter, is an old &delve says the Hickman
Courier. Some of our local v pettier
prophets assert that there was not a
single fog daring the last mouth.
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J. H. Anderson & Co
-
There may be other colacerns that make Clcthing to 
fit our
Southern people as well as StTouse Brothers' cel
ebrated "Figh
71:1 Art" Brand, but we have iiver beeen able to locate 
them r- --t,
rJ nor do we belive any one cilse has. "High Art" Clothin
g izde
in five separate and instinct shapes: -The "s
hort and
stout," "young men's," "regulars," "long 1,7- ! slim" and 
"extra
A large," and we can fit any Shaped man or boy: but
 it is especially
adapted to our tall, slim, liDng-legged, long-armed, 
long-bodied,
small-waisted southern folks.1
t\o"High Art" Clothing!$
"HIGH ARE" PATTERNS ARE THE
result of 35 years of experimenting, study and e
xperiencp, and
they are we!, nigh perfect. There is a set and sha
pen.eselabout
a "high art" Euit of cloth* that very few of the 
high-priced tail-
VI ors can approach. we sell "High Art" Suits fro
m giV7. 4501
to fa1w7. 4113• and our stock this season is lar
ger and hand-
somer than ever before. We would be glad to sho
w you through
our stock.
J. H. Anderson & Co.8
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HERE IS YOUR CHANCE!
Your profit is somebody elses less. We made a
 deal with a manu-
facturer of jeans pants that needed money and need
ed it badly. He
made a price on one hundred dozen (1,200) pair
s spot cash. We made
him an offer, not allowing our conscience to int
erfere with our business.
We have the pants.
"V‘T 0 1NET rit $1.25
in any store in town. We We our cu
stomers the benefit and will sell
them at the ridiculous pricelof
p.Seve=ty. Coi-Its.
Will be on sale WEDNEDAY, OCT. 6. See s
how
Window.
Mammoth Clothing 81 Shoe Co 
IE NOTICE!
N w is the time
to .ttiy, before the
advance comes.
Be eure to get Hood's, because T. E. DAGO.CORA PECK, Amsterdam, N. Y.ood's
Sarsaparilla
tithe One True Blood Purifier. All it rilizetsta. $1.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood On., Los ell, sass.
are purely vereusee re.
Hood's Pills Liable and beneficial. INS.
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REV. PINER IN TOWN. PEOPLE AND THINGS. MANY VOTERS THERE. THE GRIND HAS BEGUN THE VETERAN JEWEL PIECES F
OR PLANTERS.
fismovita With His Family to Klonsdiker Returns-A Mar- The Joint Debate Was At- An
Hopkin e To-day. I riage Wednesday. tentively Heard.
WILL PREACH SUNDAY.
Gower* of Or. Settle and Family Will Caine
Universal Regret.
SOME APPOINTMENTS MAU MONDAY.
Rev. W. K. Finer, Designed Monday
to the pastorate of the Methodist church
of Hopkinayille, stopped over in the city
several hours, that evening, while
en route to Bowling Green from Hen-
derma. He is widely acquainted here
and Contereuce could not have sent •
preacher whose appointment would
have given as universal satisfaction.
Mr. Piner is one of the braineet young
men in the State, in the ministry or out.
He is a pulpit orator of great ability,
•
and an indefatigable worker for the
cease of Christianity.
He and his family wi.1 remove to this
city to-day. Sunday morning and
night Rev. Finer will prearb.
Hopkiesville wie deeply regret the
departure of Dr. Settle and his excell-
ent family. He haa been located here
four year,. as long as the law of the
church permits, and each year has add-
ed to the 'estimation in which he is held
by the public and to the fond regard
which his church has for him.
He will preach at Bowling Green
Sunday. His family will remain in the
city two or three weeks longer.
The appointments in which the peo
pie of this city and county are especial-
ly interested follow.
ituesehevihes DISTRICT.
J. W. Lawson, Presiding Elder.
Russellville-J A. Lewis.
Adairville-D. S. Bowles.
Allensville-I. W. Emerson.
Elkton-E. P. Crowe.
Sharon Grove-James Chandler.
Kirkmanaville--J. R. McAfee.
Trenton-A. P. Lyon.
Hopkinsville-W. K. Piner.
Croftort Miasion-W. 0. Richards.
Lafayette-G. W. Lyon.
Aubarn-J. E. King.
Blkton Circuit-P. H. Davis.
HopkinsviLte-P. C. Duvall.
Lewiebing-Elias Smith.
Student Vanderbilt University-Eu-
gene Harrelson.
Missionary Secretary-H. C. Morri-
son.
Professor V 4 n derbil t U nivereity- -
Gross Alexender.
thews en 1.5 DISTRICT.
John W. Lewis. Prodding Elder.
Walnut-street-M. B. Chapman.
Broadway--J. P. MeFerrate
Chestnut street--0. le Smith.
Main street-W. C. Brandon.
Jefferson wool-D. L. Collie.
Portland-J, T,
Wiwi Broadway-000m I. Yoshaft.
Youth aretase-H, D, lours,
J•ispronaviito-ti V. hose,
elitins-J midio.
Wainis itethoriaits--10. U lisetti.
Lander Mometrialweli W. BottuinlY,
Middletowu-A, D. Litchflald.
Asbury-L. B Davt•on.
Secretary Church Extension Board-
David Morton ; Conferenne Meisionary
Seeeeteee• E. K. Crowe: City Mission,
George Needham.
HINDER4ON DISTRICT.
C. H. Hayes, Presiding Elder.
Henderson-R. W. Browder.
Audubon-W. R. Smith.
Corydon-J. C. Petrie.
Robards-B. C. Russell.
Morgandeld Station-R. F. Hayes.
Morganfield Circuit-G. K. Everett.
Madisonville-S. H. Lovelace.
Hanson-D. S. Campbell.
Slaughtersvilie-E. E. Pate.
Sacramento-W. L. Corbin.
Sebree City-W. W. Kuser.
Dixon-C. D. Ward.
Csaeyville-P. L. Crandall.
PRINCETON DISTRICT.
8. C. Allen, Presiding Elder.
Princeton and Rock Spruge-T. J.
Randolph.
Marion-F. A. Mitchell.
Tolu-Robert Johnson.
Shady Grove-E. D. Boggess.
Salem-W. H. Artitie.
Carriville-R. C. McConnell.
Seaithland-hB. A. Brandon.
Grand Rivsrs -W. W. Prime
leddyville-L. W. Browder.
Kuttawa-L. K. Russell.
Cadiz-J. D. Frazier.
Cerulean Springs-B. F. Scheffer.
Clanton-S. L C. Cowart
Star Lime Works-B. W. Paugruni.
Greenville-W. C. Hayes.
Greenville Cirenit-R C. Love.
Dawson-J. W. Crowe.
-Student Vanderbilt University-O. T.
Reid.
In the Omenshoro district, V. Elgin is
Presiding Elder; Settle Chapel, U W.
Briggs • Main street, C. F. Williams;
Owensboro Circuit, B. F. Orr.
In the Bowling Green district, J. F.
Redford 11 Presiding Elder; State Street
Church, H. C. Settle,
Tee, New Pastor.
Tee Methodists of Bowling Green and
not a few who are not Methodists were
sorely disappointed when It wail learned
that Dr W IC Power would not be re.
turned to his chants h re. hfany of hi.
congregation joined in telegrams to the
Bishop el allow him to moats atiother
year hat that functlitery was obdurate
and hence the cheireh Wooer the Lest
preacher and pastor it Ilse ever had and
decideoly the moot popular among all
our Milieus of any of the many popular
ministers who have resided in this city
for a long time. Dr. Finer, although a
young man, was the ablest and beet
preacher the church has ever had and
all deeply regret to give him up and
will not moon recover from the disap-
pointment-Bowling Green Times.
-- -
A Peace.
One of the largest peaches we ever
saw was left at the New Ent office to-
day by Mr. T. G Gaines, of Newstead
The peach was of the White Heath
variety and weighed exactly eight atm
a half ounces, aid was of most excell-
ent flavor Mr. Ga.nes has many more
of the same sort in his orchard near
Newstead.
Xonse Far Teacher..
Miss Katie McDaniel, County Super•
tutendent, will have one month's salary
ready for the teachers, Saturday, Oct. 9.
Awarded
Highest Honors -World's Fair.
Gold Medal, Midwinter Pair.
•Dit:
BAKING
POWDIR
A Pars (leaps Cream of Tartar Powder.
, 40 YEARS 11-1E STANDARD.
AN ENTERTAIIMENT.
Neve Preacher's Story-Cards Received-
Meeting of Odd Fellewt Closes.
CITY GABBLE ABOUT VARIDLIS MATTERS
Wen WEDVItel) T -Mr. W. S. Rogers,
a prosperous farmer, and Miss Verdi°
C. Hamby, an Era belle, ;were united
in the bonds of matrimony at the home
of the bride's parents . Weeineadry
at seven o'clock. The Rev, W. S
McCord, of the Universialiat church
officiated.
+ + +
Vet-same-Mr. Otho eittughn, wbo
has been in the employe or the local of •
tics of the Southern Exptess Co., for
two years, has resigned hielposition, and
will go to Evansville to take a lucrative
place in the freight department of the
Louisville & Nashville raiiroad.
t t +
DELIGHTFUL - HUM Genre& Flack
charmingly entertained 'f The Idlers"
Monday night at her home OnSonthMain
street. After the regular program the
guests repeired to the clinic* hall where
a delicious supper was served in courses,
beginning with oysters and ending with
cheese and coffee. Covers were laid for
twelve.
+ I
JamesiMcClure re-
turned to the city Tuese se after an
absence of two mouths. Lie spent most
of the time on the Pacific amis.', having
abandoned his intention to go to Alaska
on account of the hardshilis incident to
the session. Accompanied by a friend
he will strike out for the Klondike early
next spring.
+ + t ;
CHANGE PLACES Green re-
grets deeply to give up Die Piner before
his four years here are completed, but
while feeling thus, gladly welcomes Dr.
Settle, who is one of the fOremost men
of the conference. No preacher ever
lived in Bowling Green who was more
geoerally admired than Dr. Piuer.-
Bowliog Green Times.
t +
Pisee -The stuttering dory of Rev.
Bingham, told in the Nees Eas. yester-
day, recalls one that Rev. W. K. Piner,
the new pastor of the Hopkinsville
Methodist church, tells. The princi-
pals are a preacher, old, blind and deaf,
and a stammering younwman, attired
in a seersucker suit. A large crowd is
gathered on the river bank of a little
Southern Kentucky towts to witness a
baptising.
Finally all is ready, the preacher
starts a song, following which he offers
prism. Meanwhile the Young 111101 in
She seersucker cloths* has gained is
point of ,v11141Mie 011111* gUi till river's
and, with his awertheart, Is
watching the ptmettedInds.. The pr,401,
er, who is jest lit fmnit after She prayer
catch's* "inereseker" by She arm, Mid
with a "Come in, my brother," start.
towels:ether river,
In vain the young felloW draws bark.
"P-p-p-p-p-parson," be' "parson" 14
deaf and can't hear.
• P-p•p•p-parenn," it's ne use.
They are in the water end the Minis-
ter is about to pray. The young men
makes it last effort.
"P-p-p-p-parson, y-o-oeoav'e ght-got
t-h-lothe weer-rwrong nom."
A second later and the Minister gooses
him under. The seersticieer clothes em-
brace the baptised cicieely; and he fi)ate
to shore-a sight.
A good old sister waddles down the
bank just as "seersucker" flounders out.
-How do you feel?" she inquired
with interest.
'I-I I f-f-f-f feel like a. b-b-b-blamed
f- f-f- fool." 1
 
- 
-
Will Meet Here.
The Kentucky Synod of the Cumber-
lend Presbyterian church, will convene
In this city October 27, at 11 o'clock a
m.
Good Price.
T. J. Weaver and son, well-known
farmers, of Weaver's Sore, Tennessee,
sol tin this city yesterday their crop
of new tobacco, 30,000 pounds, at twelve
cents a pound.
Died at Elmo.
William Boon, a highly respected
citizen, died suddenly Elunday at his
home near Elmo, this ciunty, from be-
coming overheated. He wits sixty-three
years old and leaves a laege feeney.
No Mors Sprinkling.
The Water-Works Company Mon-
day afternoon requested patrons not to
use water for sprinkling purposes until
it rains. The continued dry spell netkee
it neceswary for this economy to be prac-
ticed.
-re .
Sew Chunk.
The new Cumberland Presbyterian
church at Fairview wet be dedicated oh
the funrth Monday in intser, The pub.
lie is invited to attend, Thu dedicatory
sermon will be presto heal by Rev. J.
Under, of Sumner Grove. Intereating
exerciser will be prepared for the ex eu•
den.
.
May Prov•
Rash McReynolds and Hop Coleman,
two Church Hill farm hands, engaged
in a friendly scuttle over the poss-sson
of a pistol. The weapon was discharged
and the ball entered McReyuoles' bees,
iced under the heart, predueing a wound
which may prove fatal. Idelleynold+
has made a statement exhonorating
Coleman from all blame.
C. C. Cannon Dies.
Mr. Chastain C. Catinon, a prosper.
oils and widely known young farmer of
North (Meehan, died :Monday at his
home in the Pon negghborhood. He
had been ill about fouI. weeks with ty-
phoid fever. A wife nd two children
I
survive him.
Kr. Cannon was a on of Mr. Wil-
liam Caution. Ile Was twenty-five
years old. Funeral services were held
Tuesday at Antioch church.
 
 --he.. -.O.--
Dropped Dead.
Jack MoRerynolds, isolored, dropped
dead Monday night 001 the farm of Mr.
James Moore near the rity. He was in
the city Monday afternoon and con -
plained to several acqdaintances of feel-
ing unwell. He weet to bed about
eight o'clock, but wag! unable to sleep.
Between ten and eleven o'clock he arose
and went out on the front porch of his
house and sat down., A few minutes
later he fell from hit chair and was
dead when his family ran to him. He
warn forty-two years old, and was an
honest, hardworking Man.
Election of a Special Rev. J. W. Venable Honored Exclusive Repo
rt cf Tobacco
Judge Held. dy Odd Fellows. Sales and Receipts.
COOK AND BREATHITT- LANDES WAS CHOSEN.ICIVEN 
MEDAL OF COLD. FARM NEWSAND NOTES,
Beth zee:eters For i it 11.141 klub
Strong Spe:ches.
THE DEMO RAT'S WAS ESPECIALLY F:NE
A mere interesting debate than the
one between Judge Cook and Judge
Breathitt at the court-house, Monday
afternoon, has seldom been heard in
Christian county.
The Circuit Court room was packed
to overflowing with voters of all parties
and an attentive and respectful hearing
was given each speaker. Applause was
frequent.
The political Wanes of the day were
handled in a thoroughly creditable way
by both debaters, and neither the Re-
publican nor Democratic party can find
fault with their respective standard.
bearers, for they proved themselves to be
orators of Uncommon ability.
Judge Cook made a most fevoiable
impression on all who heard him, and
he more than delighted the Democrats
by his strong and convincing presents.
tion of the principles of the party. He
is thoroughly patted on all the questions
of the day, and is a clear and logical
thinker.
The race for the Circuit Judgeship of
this district is, and promises to continue
one of the cleanest that has ever been
run in Kentucky. Both candidates are
warm personal friends, and no unpleas-
ant personalities or mud-slinging will
be indulged in by either. It is a race
that is beteg run on its merits, and
Judge ('ook will win in a c.suter, be-
cause he is the worthy representative of
the grandest of political parties. The
full Democratic vote will be polled in
November. which means that the Re-
publican party must go down in defeat.
The four counties composing this
judicial district-Lyon, Calloway, Trigg
and Christian-have given Democrotic
majorities from time imniem )rial until
Judge Breathitt received less than 500
majority two years ago. Last year the
district gave 1,100 majority for Bryan,
and in that campaign the Republicans
polled every vote they can possibly re-
ceive under any circumstances.
Daring the next two weeks Judge
Cook and Judge Breathitt will hold eight
wore joint debates in Christian county.
The appointments are as follows:
Lantripe. Friday Oct. I.
Crofton, Saturday, Oct. 2.
Bluff Springs. Monday, Oct. 4.
Smith's Store, Tuesday, Oct. 5.
Pembroke, Wednesday, Oct.
Kennedy, Thursday, Oct. 7.
Howell, Friday, Oct th
Lafayette, Saturday, Oct. 0,
At each nlaeu speakilig will begin at
I 310 o'elock p. us.
BOLO BURGLARS
RANSACK A HOUSE.
Several Hundred Dollars
Worth of Property Stolen
Last Night.
(Special ('orrespondence.)
Trenton, Ky., Sept. 30.-While all the
members of the family were at prayer
meeting, the residence of Mr. J. F.
Crank, of this town, was burglarized at
an early hour Wee. night. One of the
heavy losers by the visit of the thieves
was Dr. Henry 0. Settle. of Hopkins•
ville, who was a guest of Mr. Crunk
and who accompanied the family in
church.
The burglars effected an entrance by
cutting a slat out of one of the window
blinds.
They secured about $200 worth o'
clothes, a double barrel shot gun, a re-
peatlng rills, and many other articles of
value.
The valise and overcoat of Dr. Settle
were taken. In the valise was a hand
some suit of clothes, and other apparel.
The minister'm lose i's about $101
The local authorities were notified of
the burglary as soon as the family re-
turned home, and about day-break
blood hounds were secured from Co'.
Boddie as Gutbrie and put on the
traihleT officers and dogs, when last heard
from, were several miles South of Guth-
re in hot pursuit of the fellows who
broke into the residence, and it is
believed that :they will be captured
before night
Leaves Fairview.
Dr. Hughes, of Fairview, has sold 1 is
farm and all its belongings, and will at
once remove his family to Hoe ling
Green.
Get Pensione.
A illepatch from Washington ill.
isoots as that pinions have been traist•
twi to the minors of the late Jamse P.
Parker, Fe dorsi veteran, of nos city.
eh- hese..
Saving Tobacco,
Six tebacco buyers swooped down t u
Pembroke yesterday and bought up
nearly all of the tubacco in that Leigh-
borhood.
High prieee were pail.
Much of the weed purchased was
hanging loose in tie barns, and brought
the highest prices ever paid in this coun-
ty for tobaetee out of the hogshead Moo
of it brought from In to 15 weds a
pound.
A WONAN'a LIATTilit•
itynoarniner Dr. Hartman's Free Treat-
ment for Women.
I received your book on Gynaicology
and commenced the use of your medi-
cine at once. I took five bottles of Pe-
ru-na and two of Man-a-lin. I feel like
a new woman. When I commenced
taking Pe-rn-na I could hardly walk
across my room; now I am doing my
()en work, can walk a mile and a half
to church. I shall never cease to thank
you for prescribing for me. I had been
under the treatment of two doctors
but never received any benefit until I
commeneed taking your medicine. I am
now well and able to do my own work.'
I wish every woman who was sufferiner
as I was would send for one of you:-
books on Gyesaecology. It is a God-semi.
to suffering women. May God blest' you
end spare you nosny years to reeeve wi-
men who are sufferiug as I was. I am
anxiona for every woman who is suffth•
ing as I was to know what your maul
eine did for me.
MRS II. D. AMOSS.
Greensboro, Ga. ;
A free book, written expressly for
women by Dr. Hartman, will be sent to
any address by The Pe-ru-na DrugMen-
ufacting Co., Columbus, Ohio.
Two Well-Known Young Men Admitted to the
Number of Cases Hasa Rece:ved the Courts
Attention. Bar.
A FAR 5•IZED GO:ivEr IS eN HAND
The judicial mill has begun its daily
grind.
Judge James Breathitt has left the
bench to enter actively into his canvass.
Bs absence necessitated the election of
a special Judge for the present term
which will last about siz weeks. Corn-
plinieutary votes were east for several
local lawyers, and the race narrowed
down finally with two contestants,
Judges John thelps and Joseph I.
Landes. The finish was exeitingly close
the vote standieg twenty-six for Landes
and twenty-four fen Phelps.
The two petit juries were impanelled
as follows:
Jeff L Lyle, J dB U Brandeam,
W W West, J 0 McKinney,
L 0 Mason, J S Long,
It H Wilson, J E Claiborne,
J E Forbes, Henry Henderson,
D A Croft, Perry Knight,
A D &nig, J F Rogers,
Fi, F Harrison, Johnson Matjers,
Jno G Gary, S II Dunham,
John Poindexter, K H Carroll,
F W Elgin, J H Ketner,
F W Cantrell, J R Boyd.
The following names of bystanders
were recorded:
William Pyle, George Coley,
B A Haddock, 0 H Barker,
Joe Buckner, Watt Summer.
The attention of the court this week
it directed to the criminal docket,
which is loge. A great number of Mats
were continued to the next term.
The following cases have been tried:
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs. A ice
Tyer, carrying concealed deadly wee-
ping. Fined $25 and sentenced to ten
days in jail.
Same vs. Henry Hutson, et al. Fined
PO.
T. W. 'Woottent, s. I. w. I. Fined $4(i.
Ed Evans, breaking into storehouse.
I idictinent re submitted to the grand
j iry.
Will Wynn, e. e, (1. w. Fined $25,
mind ten days in jail.
Master Coniniunioner Fowler Mod a
ri,tort showing hot out•taeding t' Iii tips.
eisiailikt the Steelier. slot it Iu aggro pralii
141 t(101. etedifors Will revive
about kitty emits tot the
ewes • a
A MURDER TRIAL
NOW IN PROGRESS.
The Grand Jury Returned a
Small Batch of Indict'
ments Yesterday.
A murder trial wag begun in Circuit
Court yes. morning. The defendant is
Henry Adams, colored, who, in the L.
& N. freight house, laet Spring, struck
Ed Stewart on the bead with a spoke
!rain a wagon wheel. Stewart died b
few day Inter. The case Was enliven-
ed ye t rday by a sharp passage of
repartee between the Prosecuting At-
torney, Judge Garnett, and John Fe
land, Jr., coneel for the defense, over
luiptited legal points in the case. The
case will not be argued before the jury
until this afternoon.
The case of theCommonwealth against
Robert Burrus, charged with assaultint
Judge M. I) Brown, was dismissed oi
motion of the Commenwealth's Attor-
The grand jury returned is tirmoik betel
of indictments as follows:
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs
James Bond, assault.
Same vs. Charles Chumbers, colored,
Ii iris burniiig.
Same vs. E•I Evans, col., house break
Mg.
Same vs. Will Wood, wilfull murder.
James Bond entered a plea of guilty
te the charge of assaulting W.C.Wriget
and was fined 1100.
in Many counties.
Tobacco is almost a total failure in
°nee parts of the State. The hot weath-
er nearly burned up what little there
was growing, and fie mere had to cut it
‘teen or lose it all.
The United States Department of Ag•
iieuttore ha, isanesi Farmers' Bulletin
Nn rA),.. on "M.1111,414 of UUring
•.ii," Is rap lie Tiriwortel free by istsymin
postal,rard request aildreseeve to the
Dopisrtaireitof Agrlettiture,
Soo, Li, 0., askient for "Fartuere'
fill No, t10." Every fernier eliould tend
'or it.
Pit.', nest M.% the eery( F.
That is NA Oh Htexca Saiespierilln, the
ere et blood putiBvr, curets hervourine se.
Mc ELREE !:(
neofarani
has dernonetra ed ten thourand
Watt t11.0, It is aina,st infallible
Fr,R  WOMAN'S
PECULIAR
WEAKNESSES,
Irregularities snd derangements.
It Las become the hatitug remedy
for this C11.8/I of troubles. It mita
• wonderfnily healing, strengthen-
ing and soothing influence upon
the menstrual organs. It cures
•• whites" and filiing of the womb.
It stops flooding and relieves sup-
pressed and pa!nrol menstruation.
'or Change of Life it in the best
medicine made. It is beneficial
during p• •gtiancy, and helps to
bring ehluren into homes barren
for years. It invigorates, stimu-
lates, strengthens tie whole •ys-
tem. Th, great remedy is offered
to all afilir•ted women. Why will
any woman stiffer another minute
with certain relief within reach?
Wine of Cardni only costs P.00 per
bottle at your drug store.
FOT curette In ram revoirIng sprrial there-
111.n.r. athlete.. r)g byrnpfmno, the -144,1we
4,1,-14”ry Drportrnnif,'"rbe Clustbniouini Mai-
ls-ow Cu., Chaltabo.pu, Tenn.
Rev. 1. W SMITH. Camden, S.C., says:
-Sly wife used Wine 0 Cardin nt horns
for falling of is. womb she it entirely
tuned her.“
ANDREW CLACK-PLACES TAKEN-NOTES.
VENAP: E-v.Vv3 take the following
from ties Journal of Proceedings of
Sovereige Grand Lodge, I. 0. 0. F.,
Sept. 24. 11407:
"Past Grand Sire Sanders, of New
York, on being called, came to the desk
of the Gland Sire, and stated that there
had been assigned to him a very pleas
ant duty of representing the Officers
and Members of this Body on this peen-
hazily iLteresting occasion. He stated
that his marpose in addressing theOrand
Lodge at this time Was to present to
Grand Cemplain Venatle, of Kentucky,
a fifty-year Veteran Jewel, which had
been scee-crtbed for amt procured by the
Oftieers and Members of the Greene
Lodge vs u token of their love and at
fection hr him, of the esteem in whirl,
they !tele him and their appreciation of
his exemplary life and character as a
man, a e:ergyman, and an Odd Fellow.
Brother Sanders spoke very feelingly of
the eveles and iihanges that had occur-
red dwell; the Brother's connection
with the Grand Lodge, and how much
the menibers appreciated the Brother's
efforts i I their spiritual behalf. At the
conclusion of his remarks, Past Grand
Grand Sire Sanders placed in Brother
Venable's hands the beautiful Jewel
that had been procured for him.
"Brother Venable was deeply affected
and repl ed as follows:
"'Th.-re are times in the history of
every men who occupies a public sta-
tion, in ivil, political, religions, or fra-
ternal Fre, where the gift of speech de-
serts hini, and language refuses to ex-
press his feehugs. This is my experience
now, and has been so before. When
this Grand Body met in Milwaukee.
Some years ago, the Brethren through
Past Grand Sire Nicholson presented me
a Jewel to mark the 25th year of my
Chaplaiecy, I could only express my
thanks le a few broken sentences, but
my appeeciation of the gift wag heart-
felt. Ny desire lies been great to pos-
sess a V terau Jewel, but I have been
too poor to purchase one This difficul-
ty 14 DOW removed by your generous ec-
ho,' tot! .y, and I thank you most heart-
ily, dear Brethren, for the valued gift,
which I shall wear with pride. For 54
years I Live been a member of this great
family, aud God being my helper, I pur-
pose to remain in It while life shall last,
anti to a lvocate its principals+ to the
best of my ability. I caunot better close
the' happy episode its my life than by
using the words of DIcketue"I'lny Tim,
I hail b. ha wi every 91st'!''
+ + +
11111 t i -Mr. Kilwaril Mottle, sn t f
the Roc !Wiry C. Settle, was admitted
no the of Wail, Ho poised a most
i'roditatile • suttilittitirm. lie is nue of
the bile litest 'MOW men its the city,
anti ha. a very promising career bettor.
him. Ile will leave this afternoon for
lennisrele in enter the University of
Leuisvi.le and continue his law study.
+ t +
Forrest V Zimmer left
yesterday for Ann Arbor, Michigan,
where he will take a ' course it
!Aiken:My end belles lettree. He was
eranted, Tuesday, Peewee to practice
law by the Christian Circuit Court.
+ + +
TR AlIERN-iti r W. E. Trahern has
been engaged as preecriptionist in J. 0.
Cook's circle store, on Ninth street. Hi
wale ceeneeted for several years with
Owen 2e, Moore, of Clarksville, and re
eetitly with L. P. Miller's store in the
city.
+ 4 4
WI i•REP:-Mr. John Winfree lies ae
cepted A position in Hit-bards & Co 's es-
tablishment. He is very popular and
has ha 1 considerable experience as a
salesman.
WEEK FROM TO-DAY.
First Annual Stock Show
Will Begin.
SUCCESS PROMISED
Interesting Program With all Obj-ctioaable
Fea'wes Elimi ed.
DESE9VES PATR0eAGE OF ALL PEORLE.
The First Annual Stock Show of the
Claim ein County Fair Allen-tenor,
vvitich will be held next Friday and Sat-
Octeber is and it, bids felt to h
sureeetsful from every point of slew.
It 14 lialleVP41 flint thP show will be
boatel attended end three will lie feat
wee to hit, rest, instturt anti Willies all
piths is, The chief purpose of 1110404
iihow Is to Winn:etc is laudable ;milli-
lion and rivalry 114 developiog the live
stock Intermits and rset.orcei of this see.
ion.
A.1 obj... donel feetnren will be eli•
winced. No gattiteing. drinking or
tameg for money or pretututus will be
allereed.
'I he following announcement regard-
ing the show is meth.:
-3!eny innovations will be made and
new features introduced tending to +she
vette end establish the Steek Show in
the hedidence of the people and enlist
their interest in itsi success and perman-
ency. TO this end we solicit your co-
operation and support, promising every
elfin on our part to make it a credit to
Christian and adjoining countiew
"Our purpose is to make the Christian
Couuty Stock Show an institution in
whe hi our people can take pride-an in-
stitution which titian be identified with
every industry calculated to further the
interest of live stock. Rely ing upon
your friendship and minting upon your
encouragement, we remain."
Iu tne premium list great liberality is
shoe; n. Handsome prizes are offered
for the best displays of blooded cattle,
hogs, sheep, jacks, jennets, mules, fine
stAreik:t the fiultreryt, day speed rings inclede
green trot, pony and bicycle races. In
them-, races prizes are offered by leading
merchants to the riders.
Ti.' second day's program includes
exhit Rhyme in utility ring, eaddle stock,
harii i Stock Showdk ildri n'tet.ere7r.vet:;T 11e patron-
age of the p«vple of Christian county.
It will be a clean, wholesome mum-
CURES CHRONIC CASES.
r. II. W. McDonald, Laurel Hill,
Miss , writes: "Your Huger' Tonic for
ehills and fever has never failed yet,
aud I have sold it to a number of chron•
me cones. It cures them every time."
Sold by druggist-We and $1,00 bottles.
Matte e of Great Interest to all Tillers of the
Soil.
THE WEED IS NOW BRINGING GOOD PRICES.
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sides on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,/i414 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period 1,414 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jaw 1st,
amount to 129 973 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 112,654 hhds.
The offerings of dark tobacco continue
light and prices have been rather bet•
ter than at any time during the year.
However, the advance on dark tobacco
has not been great and ;tee holders of
this type are not satisfied SI a rule to
accept values which are Low current.
The good rein which we had here on
the 16th inst. did not prove to be gener-
al and the screwiest crop received but
little benefit. Added to the unfavor-
able conditions of a long and very hot
dry spell, the tobaeco has bad to en-
couuter in some sections several killing
frosts. As a rule the tobact o on the
high lands was not damaged but the
low land tobacco in many sections was
materially effected and in many hires
totally destroyed. Recent cool weather
conditions have resulted in cutting a
great deal of tobacco in an unripe con-
dition, and from the best and most ex-
tensive information which we can
gather it would seem that the yield of
burley tobacco this year will be 50 per
cent of lees year's yield. It is more dif-
ficult to determine with regard to tee
yield of the dark crop, because of at
fact that the weather conditions have
varied very much in that seetion, but it
is certainly true that the falling oft
in yield as compared with last year will
be great. While the market has ad-
vanced some for dark tobacco and while
there hal been a great advance in
prices for burley tobacco, yet in former
years we have known of no such cur-
tailment in the crop that did not result
in an advance much greater than has
developed this year.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco,
1896 crop:
Trash  $1 AO to 200
Common to medium lugs 2 00 to 3 09
Dark rich lugs. ex' quality 3 50 to Cs 50
Medium to eood leaf  S uo to II 00
Leaf of extra length  6 00 to 14 00
Wrappery styles  but) to leek
LIVC IITOCK MARKET.
Lionville, Ky., 14-pt. 29, 1h117, -Cat.
liti -1.1111 Frivelptil of cattle were liberal
hi slay Noll with the cattlu that was tier-
tied over from Alan lay the supply wee
entaiderably 1'4'111 than 'lir demand.
+misty of tor 'wont' priumpatly fait
to mceilussi grades, with rather a small
lei ventage of good emits. Tim markt(
Wee about steady on the best grades of
',etcher mettle, but I xtremely n11 on all
common anti medium grades, an well SF
in all classes of feedern and steekere,
en feeders and stockers it was made
inure a quest ieu of buyers than of prices.
Chat braneh of the trade showed no ini-
pruvetneet what wet, tor do we look for
eity until it mitts. Would advise par-
les having that kiwi ti hold them 1-act
until it rains. Bull trade steady. Choice
mach cows and good heavy spriugen
continue firm. At the close nothing
like a clearance had been made.
Calves -The receipts of calvta were
moderate, market dull and lower, best
sell at $.5 50, with only a very. etw fan
7 calve a selling a shade higher. 4 4
Kixtra shipping 
Light shipping 
.ter,t butchers  
e4 Sae I 7.".
9•,,t 4
`Pair to good butchers r.. 254 X 77,
llllll on to medium butcher'sI 7:1•4,
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
amid scalawag. iloud to extra oxen .   itZre 2 346,4°1:.
'onimon to medium oxen 2 'See 2 75
 $
Stockers 
Hulls 2 11C9 351
r35
h
Veal calves  ....... . 7
.1;'ole° istitc . 51X1fh rows ... .
irair to goad ruilch cows 17, 5i4g,ti On
Home-The receipts of hogs were lib
eral. Market opened up steady at yes-
terd ey's prices, beet selected light hogs
selling et ti 25; medium weights at
1420 and heavy hogs at $4 10 to $4 20.
At the case petrel were cleared.
'holt, packing and butcners. ?IV
Its'lltVt.oh gone packing, ten 1 4
iool to extra light. leo to lellotb 4 2i
. inVat shoat,. Ito to leo it;
Vat shoats. he to IM lb  13 7',ig,4 10
Rough.. irsi C., 4:11) . deitX 75
eilg•. I'M to 110 lbs 7-sci.3 77,
Sheep and Lembs.--Under light re
ts of fair quality-, the market rnled
steady. No material change in the
market. While beet fat sheep are Jove-
id at 50, there is a go 'd di maud for
expert sheep, and they are sellirg about
35 cents higher, but few of that chess-
-noting. Yeats well cleared.
4 40Extra .pring learnt).
iood extra shipping sheep Xi 2543 no
!.: ;Ilierinkt'ogn"t•41., medium. 
Rucks •
41:11m and imalawngs per beau.. 4 X145 15Extra •prinir lambs 
tr 1:1'ilgge"r bs 4112nYht7::in)6:4214 11.'1.t15115
i"mul 
It"s 
leutii rstiliztanAltutcher . IS-Ut I 01.
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(*GNI FANING KYR,
hfueh of the tittle of the late years,
rye has been e (Oh as much In Ilse mar
lot. of this country as wheat or vont,
au La. 41•••••Cautsa•-••• .111•••••••••••
How Are Your Kidneys?
DR. HOBBS
SWANS KIDNEY
PILLS
!olv iris lii)
Weak Backs.
iey rine Rhee..nisil'ion. 'Backache, Neural.
MustlsZke:Lsh:. 0e.bigt: Bladder Troubles.
I would fired say that the setion of Dr
Roth's Sparegns Kidney Pills in my
ease wait alitioet tuiraen!oug. Iii Jan.
awry, 1895, I Was parah z-vd on my left
side. Shortly afterward my feet and
limbs commenced swelling. A year age
I (-ante here from Paducah to die at my
daughter's home. I passed near a yeer
of suffering and about February 1st I
was without hope. I lied not lain down
for montlig, was se my barfly swollemuly
legs nieasureeri twenty-six lushes arms lie
the calve,. My urine contained over 44,
per cent elhumen with other impuri
ties. The first box of the pills rt1110Ved
nearly all the swelling, and I have gone'
to bed every night since. Now, after
four boxes I eau walk a mile without
she ping, and my general health is bet•
ter that. it has been for six years. I am
still thkieg the medicine anti do nothing
but talk it. I have beets the cause of
quite et number of perilous using it with
good results in every case. My dector
is using anti recommending the pills. He
was very much surprised at their action
ut first, having no faith in them. Yon
ran't know how thankful I am for my
recovery, and my praise of the pills
never ceases. Wishing you all the suc-
cess in the world, John P. Zelner.
Crab orchard. Ky. Mr. Zelner, when
he resided at Peducelt, served as Sheriff
and County Commissioner of McCrack-
en Co. Kye
./CLII-sHolIll. D.
Dr. Hobbs
PARAGU
Kidney Pills,
Ruy•: maker the (cod pure.
hule•anne and delicious.
4AKI0
POWDER
Absolutely Pure
Mc vo. Imecamt • v0..
and the straw brings nearlyeas much as
good hay. So long as anyone has a
store of this cereal he is in no danger of
starvation. It is a healthful food and
in Germany is much made use of as an
army ration. It is really superior to
wheat in healthfulness.
TAKE TIMM is.
While it may be thet there are those
who think that we are meddling where
it don't concern us, yet we want to sug-
gest to the farmers, now that as they
are done with their plows, hoes, rakes,
shovels, spades, threshers, reapers and
other farming implements for the sea-
eon, that they be put in a shelter and
that they be protected from the weather
antil they are needed next spring. It
lacks a whole lot of being sensible farm-
ing to permit these implements to lie
out in fence corners, or in the lane dar-
ing the wintertime. The loss from this
one thing amounts to elmost as much as
the actual wear and tear during the
working season. Begin right at once
to gather up these things and get them
into a dry place until they are needed
next season.-Hustler.
WILL MAKE IIIM PAT 1) :ARLY.
There is a very slow rise in tobacco
on the other side of the pond. Johnny
Bull will wake up some of these bright
mornings and find himself up against a
great big shortage, as every one now
knows is the case in Owensboro and
Elendenon districts. The •'old boy"
will pay dear for his tardiness. As past
sxperienee has taught him nothing, the
crop will have to reach Liverpool before
he can be oonvinced.-Lomsville Weed.
SWEET POTATOES.
Now is the time to dig sweet potatoes
while the ground is dry and the potatoes
are dry and cured in the hill; free from
sap. Potatoes cellared in dry dirt now
will keep sweet aud perfect until next
summer. 'now are already cured and
could not grow any longer if allowed to
remain in the hill until after frost, and
sweet potatoes should always be housed
before a touch of frost which is sure to
impart from the vines a bitter taste. If
dried potatoes in shill are subjected W a
soaking rain they will swell nr gernii•
nate and sprout as readily as when bed-
ded cut in the spring, anti are not good.
This is the logic of tui txperienced pots.
tee:wiser, and it is oommou sense logic.
Ott the potetoset at ones.
- - ewe.. sow- -
The Mak, fl .if Mgotent lobanon, a
antitunuliy of strip's, limiest, iimfear.
ins men Ansi wowed, have prepared the
Dissatirr Chtrelfal for tubby
years, and ills always Ins lino, simple,
helmet, eurative medicine that has help.
ed to make the Shakers the healthy,
long lived people that they are. The
Shekels never have Integration. This
is partly ()wens/ to their simple mode of
life, partly to the wonderful properties
of Shaker Digestive Cordial. Incliges•
tion is (tensed by the stomach glands not
supplying enough digestive juice. Sha-
'son Digestive Cordial supplies what's
wanting. Soaker Digestive Cordial
invigorates the stomach and all its
glands so that after awhile they don't
need help As evidence of the honesty
of Shaker Digestive Cordial, the formu-
la is printed on every bottle. Sold by
druggists, price 10 rents to $1 00 per bot-
tle.
w P. WINFREC, T S KNIGHT
\I ill free S: Knight,
Real Estate.
The Undewigued having associated
themselves together for the purpose of
carrying on a general real mate busi-
ness. Will buy Nell rent and exehange
real estate. We have excellent facili-
ties for coeducting the business and will
advertise preperty put into our hands
free of charge. Parties having property
to sell or rent will do well to place same
with us.
followinghus  is a partial list of prop.
erty in our handle for sale in which we
have some choice bargains.
230 acres of good laud, miles from
terthrte, in Todd county, Ky.. of which
40 acres IX mci timber. This farm is in a
high state of cultivatian in one of the
hest meghborhoods in the State, and is
well improved, has new cottage dwell-
ing. 2 tereant houses, 2 tobacco barites.
Feebleau,d otheo outhousee, plenty of
sleek water This place is a great bar-
gain , aid if sold nigh away, will take
$6,000 for it.
Two se od resident lots on Main street
in Hopkiesville, well-located The only
vacant tete on West side of Main street
for sale at a low price.
A fleet-lass farm of 212 acres, of
which 51. acres is in timber. near Church
Hill, in Christian county. Ky. This he
a flue f ;reit in good emeliteen. 150 acres
in clov• r, dee I fling with 6 reotue and
two poseeliete 4 helmet houses, good
shelties., II spit,',, Ileitis, berg. nitechine
hens. et d Idler good nut hieueva. A bar.
gaits sit $10010.
I100 keret' of lend lottwern Nashville
row! tool Is k N, /I 14. et lla.ky, UMW.
tem county, Ky, Will be solo at get bar.
"11.0i.1Nero uf 1st s•ear flerrsitehorg,
Otirietian ninnov. N. This I. good
111111 1.14, LI I. I. I pre arr.. V
-rib...! bon., •i•• t Price
1 54 , .
A beathiful lot on I Set side of Main
street, isopk - n.vilie, Ky. rvo ft tone
Meth street aid IUDS 1.5(11 to Virenifia
street. One of the most desirable va-
cant lots in town
25 tow,' lots on Durrett avenue for
wile cheap.
Elegant hit. 801211) ft on Jesup ave.
HUN. (i(10(1 house with 4 large Tomtits, 2
pouches. cistern, enebnildings, sham
and front trees. Price $1,400.
House and lot 601200 feet on Second
street. House with 4 menet, porch,
tern and out built:ling.. Mice $1,000.
House and lot on S Pond street 601200
feet House has 7 remme. poreh, (hewer')
and outbuildings Price $1 200.
WINFREE & KNIGHT.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Fine eligible building
lots for sale on 19th street.
One lot corner Virginia
street and 21st street, and
one lot on 21st street. Ap-
ply to
Dr. J. A. GUNN.
ALL PERSONS
Holding claims against Witifree Bros.
Se Co.. of Hopkinsville. Ky., are hereby
"tattled to tile genie with me in my of.
flee in Hopkinsville, Ky., properly
proven, on or before the first riny of
October, 11497. This the 15+h day of
Sept., 11497. WieetAu T. Woweee,
Master Comm region er.
FOR SALE.
Three houses and lote, situated on
Seventeenth street, Hopkiueville, Ky.,
one a two-story house and other two
cottages Good neighborhood. Prices
and terms reasonable.
tl&w If HUNTER WOOD it SOK.
• . -Wee r.:
sh.hers hs
Arc
You
Interested
in saving money?
You know a dollar "saved" a
dollar "made.'
I propose to SAVE you MONEY on
ENERY PURCHASE. I am closing
out the stock of
Cox Boulware
50c on ilk Dollar,
Wholcsalc Cost.
TIME IS LIMITED.
THEY MUST BE SOLD
AT SOME PRICE.
DON'T DELAY.
JACK S. MOORE
Assignee Cox & Boulware.
OM/WM. IMIMM
DERSONAL POINTS.
Just a Moment
I With the People.
!
Mr.*. D. Stowe, ofJulien,was to the
city Manday.
Mr. 1117111 Fox, of Howell, was in town
Moneite.
'Squire Tom Barker, of Kennedy, was
i's the eity liouday.
Mr. Parish Meacham, of Gracey, was
here hionday.
I
Mrs. Anna Gunn, of Cadiz. was in the
city hltudity.
Mrs.; W. 0. West and Miss Myna
West, hf Sinkieg Fork, were in the cite
shoppieg this week.
Meets Sadie Mason and E oilseNelson
!eft that week for Wattiongton to en.
!er thetOunetote Institute.
;
Meetirs. B F. Goodwill, of Cadiz, and
James IGaiues, of Montgomery, were
here :uday euroute to Nashville.M4
. Pattie Mercer has gout' to Nash-
ville tti visit friends.
Mini Cora °Ivey ri turned Monday
from !Osbert visit to friends and rela-
tives iii Cerulean.
Mien Francis Thompson, who has been
visiting Miss Pattie Flack, returned to
Cadiz Ir ;Imlay morning.
Mr. !William Hayes, who has been in
the Otty visiting relatives several
month", left Monday for his home in
Los Aageles, Owl.
Mr. john W. Richards, who is repre-
senting a large tobacco oompauy of Ow•
enabolo, lain the city visiting his faini•
ly.
Mrs', John W. McComb. of Louisville,
who Mai been in the city and county
severest days visiting relatives, returned
home irhareday.
Mr..33. F. Goodwin, of Cadiz,
the oily Wednesday.
mama orac s amtwag 4.•
Judi. Ndwin (lamer, of liafayetto,
was liver Wodarsday,
Mr W. A. Radford; of Pembroke,
was here Wednesday.
Mr. John G. Jefferena, of Cadiz, was
in the city this wee).
Miss Harry Hurt, of Louisville, as
rived in the city this week to visit
Mi-as Elisabeth Gaither.
Mrs. Lizzie Moore has returned to her
in liopkin-ville after an extended
visit to her daughter, Mrs. Charlie
Driver.-Madisonville Hustler.
Dr. Andrew Sargent has returned
from Nisslivill,e
Col. Gentry Hiltnan has returned to
Birmiugharn, Ala.
Mrs E. A. Chattin,10f Earlington, is
visiting Mrs. Jas. H. Anderson.
Mr. George W. Lon, who has been
ill for some time, is very much worse.
Menden-es T. W. Long and Lizzie
Sargent and Niel Belle Moore went to
Nashville this morniess to attend the
Kate Kirkman celebration.
Rev. land Mrs. Chas. H. Nash and
tee' .taughters, Misses Eva and May,
and Miss Nettie fiord left this morning
tor Nashville to visit the Centennial.
The Tree Its inedy.
W. he Repine, ediior Tiakilwa,
"Chief," says: "We m on't keep boom
without Dr. King's New Discovery fur
Consumptioe, coughs and colds. lea-
penmented with many others, hut never
met the true Muteely until We used
King's New Discovery. No
edy can take its place in
in it we have a certain
for coughs, colds, wh
It is idle to excel-mien
edies, even if they are
just as good as Dr. Ist
ery. They are not trs
remedy has a record
sides is studrellteed.
satisfy. Trial botrZ
Rardwiek's drug Patti
was
in heTishereA TIshoroillugy
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THE POWER OF MUSIC
IMPORTANCE OF CONGREGATtONAL
SINGING IN CHURCHES.
liar. Dr. Talmo/pa sails Thera are Irene
laslwinla of %losing, the Ta•st true Beteg
tke *school et t hetet Ilelps and lib-
Macias.
WA/WIGTON. Sept. 'Ia. -Dr. Talmage
in this disconreo milt. s the churehea to
!awe hearty cougrenational singing and
, Alla upon ituitruments of 11111BiC to jOill
.1 the pnlise Id God. Tile text its, II
' twouiches v. 13. "It mune even to puss.
as the triune...term and "augers were as
ems, te make one sound to be heard in
pain-Bing and thanking the Lord."
The temple was done. It was the
,. N'ttry chorus of all magniticeuce and
pomp. eplendor crowded anaiust epleu-
ear . It Was the diamond necklace of
the earth. From the huge pillars crown-
ed with leaves and flowers:and news of
pomegranate wrought out In burnished
1 , ist,p,1 down even to the tongs and
eiuffers made out of pure geld t•very-
i ',sing waft as complete as the God direct-
ed architect could make it. It seemed
as if a vision from heaven had alighted
• :i the mountains. The day for dediea-
-on came. Tradition . mays that there
-re in and around ehout the temple on
'ay 200,000 eilver trumpets, 40,000
i.....; s, 40.000 enibrels and 200,000
-lasers, 110 tliat ell niodern dertionntra-
r 'ons at humidor( or Bustin' 101•111
inating cetupered with that. As this
.••egaii wawa imeged up amid tile NTH, ma
'team et the temple it muse have seetie
• .1 like the river of life daideng manual
flee ametliyet il the wall id henet.u.
Tithe autUiti area., end time as if to ifflow
l' the! be was well ;deepest with the tine
ideerbich his children 'mike In all ages,
d I into the undst lit the temple a
="nt glory isl overpewerine that the
iethist prime. wsre ritiligetl tit step
e, ilio whilst et the *Menne
- 
NNW,. 01 Wee*.
-110141 Ilfle I,.. II Mai li iltioai•aloll fl• tit
,i) piilisisl Wiia Is 111 I I milk time ot
1 40 begitteing, " t• bee the piotliiug alitl's
SION together and all dd. loco ..
f tesi
Moseed for ety," the earth !weld the
eche. Tbe cloud ou whit h the Augt.ls.
surd to celebrate the creation was the
, bkrthplace of song. The stars that ght-
ier at night are only so many keys of
celenial pearl on which GM s fingers
play the music of the spheres. Inani-
mate nature is till/ of God's stringed,
and wind instruments. e.leleucti itself-
perfect silenee--is only is musical rest
in God•s great anthem of worship.
Wind among the hose s. insect hum-
ming in the manner air, the rueh of
billow upon beach, the ocean far mat
sounding its everlasting psalm. the
bobolink on the edge of the forest, the
quail whistling up from the grass, arti
music. While visiting Black-well's
Island I heard, corning from a window
of the lunatic asylum, a very sweet
song. It was sung by one who had loot
ber reason, and I have come to believe
that even the deranged and disordered
elemeuts of nature would make mus.in
to onr ee.r if we only had acuteness
enough to listen. I suppose that eve*
.11e sountls in nature that are discordant
and repulsive make harmony iu Godes
ear. You know that yob may come so
norm to an orchestra that, the reminds OM
eninful iustuel of pleasurable, and g
think that we s-tand so near devastating
strorm and frightful whirlwind we can-
not hear that which makers to God's ease
:out the mix of the spirits above us a
music as complete as it * trumendone.
I propose to epeak about sacred music,
first showing you its importance and
then stating some of the obetacles to its
advancement.
I draw tlit• first argument for the inn
portanco of sacred music from the fact
that God commeueled it. Through Paul
lite tells us to admonieh one another in
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs.
Through David he cries one "Sing ye
to God, all ye kingdoms of the earth.n
And there are hundreeLs of other pas-
sages I might name. proving that it is
as much a man's dray to sing as it is
his duty to pray. Indeed I think there
are more commands in the Bible to sing
than there are to pray. God not only
asks for the human voice, but for the
instruments of music. He anks for the
cymbal and the harp and the trumpet.
And I erippose that in the last days of
thechurch the harp, the Into, the trum-
pet and all the instrument% of music
: that have given their chief aid to the
theater and bacchanal, will be brought
by their mutters and laid down at the
• feet of Christ and then sounded iu the
church's triumph an her way from suf-
fering into glory. " Pre ise ye the Lord!"
Praiae him with your voices. Praise
hint with stringed instruments and with
organs.
Secalar SI wale.
I draw another argument for the itn-
portant tt of this exercise from the im-
pressiveness of the exercise. You know
something of what secular music has
achieved_ You kuow it has made its iru•
prelusion upon governments, upon laws.
mien literature, upon whole genera-
tiens. One inspiring nati.mal air is
worth 30,000 men as a vitanelinfr army.
There comes a time in the battle when
oue br.gle is worth 1,000 muskets. In
the earlier part of °Ur civil war the
government proposed to economize in
bend.; of music, and many oa them were
aent beam-, but the goiefale,in the ar-
my sent word to Washinet, re "You
are making a very greet mistake. We
are falling tuck and felling lack. We
have not enongh music.," I have to tiell
you that no nation or ohurch can afford
to severely economize in music.
' Why should we rob the prograMmes
of worldly gavety when we have so
re. my apprupriate song* and tunes com-
posed in onr own dayeas well as that
magnificent inheritance of church
pealmod,y which hae eome down tea-
grant with the devotioes of other gen-
erationse-tuaes no m. W0/11 out teen
ween oer greaegrandfathers climbed
up on them from the church pew, to
Flory? Dear old souls, now they used to
sing! And in thoee dais there were oer-
tain tunes married to certain brains.
and they have lived in peace a great
while. these two old polite, and . we
harre no right to divorce them. Beni as
we have leen amid this great wealth of
.• church music, augmented by the com-
positions of artists in our day, we ought
not to be tempted one of the sphere of
Christian harmony and try to seek un-
consecrated inundP. It is abeard fie a
millionaire to steal.
Many of you are illestrationsaf What
a sacred song can do. Through it you
were brought into the kingdom of Jeer's
, Christ. Yon stood out against the warn-
' Mg and the argnmeneof the pulpit, hut
. when, in the sweet Words of Charles
s Wesley. r - Nevrten or Toph e^ the
love of Jetete was sing to your Mei.
then you eurrendereen as an armed Icas-
tie that could not ba taken by a bost
, lifts its window to listen to a bairp's
trilL
ri There was a Setecli so!dier dying in
New Greens, end a Scetch minisiter
mme in to give him llhe eensolatione of
the goepel. The man turned over rat his
pillow and said, "InInn talk to, me
about religien." Then the minister be-
gan to Ring a familiar hymn thaewas
, composed by David Dickeueou, btegin-
ning with the words:
Oh, smother deer. Jernsalenn
Sten shall' eonte to thee ?
Ile mow it to the nue of "Dundee,"
enerybody iu Seritnuad knows that,
and Ila be begun to sing tee dying l mi-
stier turnc-d OW1' on his pillow and .said
to the minister. "Wbere did you learn
that?" "Why." replied the minfeter,
”my mother taught Me that." ''So did
mine," mid the styli], 'Knee*. and the
silly foundation ef hie lit turf was up-
turned. and then and there he yielded
Influent to Christ. I iii, it has en irre-
wistible power! Lutittv's perineum have
hem forgotten, • tut his "Jetignit tit
Hymn'. sings ill tlirt.14.01 the age si and
will keep I It sitiellig lentil the Limit ef
the areliaseel's truer!. t Khali liring
abOws that vt•ry chit ssliieh the hymn
celebrates. I would jto God that . you
would take the,e songs of ealvatien as
witallanflell frm heaveln. fer het tie ter-
m the birde brought ft %At to Eli -
the broil Chmith so these wing-
hes, God tient are flying to
with the biked of life. Open
and take it, 0 hungry Eli-
is...thing! Mask. r1
,
a., in.tic I the power Of M-frs.
stselet rturbation. I Yeu
-
ken-
'
se
taint() in here with a grout
;puts and sumietiese, yet
the eingiugof the first byinn
all. You have read in the
.arel now he was sad and
Abe hoy Devitt came in
sefirit out of hitn. A
mehuicholy. The
' ,
the darkness. Writhing could bring hint
forth lentil Friuteli twee aud theme:tried
Innate ter three er four days to him. On
the fourth day lie linked up mild wipt
rejoieed, and window* were
theevn (pen that which all thin
std. titter, ••( il••• court reuld utft do tire
lett. r • f 'stag nets niplished. If you
hoe., on. it 'nett werriminte try t hi 1
heavenly therm npou, them. t it
I demi on the Iseult:of the h m but
! plunge in, thrit the devil of may
treught ont port
II alto) arouses to action. you not
lknow that a sir:sing church is 'wave a
'triumphant church? If a eration
sileut during the exercise. or eartially
intent. it ie the silence of (Huth. If
when the hymn is given out Alt hear
rlit• Liut hunt ef re and thertialatte r
antl neither in esniel, while the vast
itenesey . 11:0' hieister of
( huts( whe is prt eiding mettle have a r
very strung constitution if he oes not '
get the chills. He mills not fenly the
grace of (eel. but nerves like whalebone.
It ift amazing how some people with
voice enough to discharge all their du-
ties in the world, when they come into
the house of God have no voiee to dis-
charge this duty. I really belihve that
if the church of Christ could rise up
and sing as it ought to sing, Where we
have 100 souls brought into the king-
dom of Christ there would be 1,000.
How was it in olden time? Cajetan
said, "Luther conquered ne by his
stones. "
But I must now speak of Pottle tbe
tentacles in the way ill the ailvmentueut
of this mend Howie, suet the firm Is
that it On% been linineword tutu the sere -
kit of eaten. I tun far from (believing
that mush. ought alwaye to IM 14141I1Slt•
1Y niligieue. Ittitned ert hem teemed
places where music hae bells set-cha-
ired, atilt lawfnlly ate The entwine
the concert, lie the gnitillett•
tion of pure taste anti the pentium
Bon ef harelips's eittusetnetit autl the
ittiprieretitelit of tilt-lit. hat* Weenie
very teems the noiraiwaitiefil of lair
giV1110011•41: Mush, loom allot* hoist
us solos us Pilaw), saris.ato II twia Its
sway tit at. Patil'a the k neseint 
te
tiaiiire an hoeti the sled nting of flie
wind ea well ar the long meter podia of
the thunder. Hut, while all thss is SO,
every oboe rver had Uotietat thee this art,
which God iuteutled for the improve-
ment of the ear, and the voidp, and the
head, and the heart, has atm* been im-
pressed into the service of (Igor. Tar-
tine the musical compossere dreamed
one night that satan snatched from his
hand an instrument and played upon it
eomething very sweet-a dteam that
has often been fulfilled in out day-the
voice and the instruments that ought to
have been devoted to Clarist captured
from the church and applied to the pur•
poses of sin..
Fear of Criticism.
Another obstacle has beenian inordi-
nate fear of criticinn. The vaet majority
of people Ringing in church *ever want
anybody else to hear them Meg. Every-
body is waiting for sometexle else to do
his duty. If we all rang, then the Mac
curacies that are evideut wino only a
few sing would be drownedi out. God
asks you to do as well aa yOn can. nun
then if you get the wrung pitch or keep
wrong time he will forgiste any de-
ficiency of the ear and imperfection ef
the voice. Angels will not leugh if yoe
should byte year place in tie musacal
scale or come in at the dem( a bar be-
hind. There are three schools of sing-
ing, I am told-the Germaniachool, the
Italian school and the French school of
singing. Now I would like to add a
fourth echool, and that is tie school of
Christ. The voice of a contrite, broken
heart, although it may not lbe able to
stand human criticism, mitkes better
music to God's ear than the:most artis-
tic performance when the heart is want-
ing. God calls nu the beastss on the cat-
tle, on the dragona, prahle him, and
we ought not to be behind the cattle
and the dragons.
Another obstacle in the advancement
of this art has been the erroneous no-
tion that this part of the service could
be conducted by delegation, Churches
have mid: "Oh, what an Huy time we
shall have! The minister Will do the
preaching, and the choir Will do the
singing, and we will have: nothing to
do." And you know as well as I that
there are a great multitude bf churches
all through this land where the people
are not expected to sing. 'The whele
work is done by a delegatioe f. •
six or ten venni., and the etude,: • v are
silent In such a church in iSyrie use an
old elder persisted in singing. and so
the choir appointed a comp:Ms+ to go
and ask the elder if he semeld not stop.
You know that in many churches the
cher are expeeted to do allehe singing,
ere the greeat mem of the people are ex-
pected to oe ELM 7ou utter
your voice you are interfering. In that
church they stand, the fouri, with opera
elastics dangling at their Ode, singing
"Rock of ages, cleft for me," with the
mine spirit that, the night before on the
stage, they took their hart iu the
"Grande Duchesses" or "Don Gio-
vanni."
My Christia.n friends, lave we a
right to delegate to others Ile discharge
uf this duty which God depends of
Suppose that four wood threshes propose
to do all the singing senile bright day
when the woods are ringing with bird
voicee It is decided that four wood
thrushes shall do all the sitaging of the
forest. Let all other voices keep silent.
How beautifully the four Warble'. It is
really fine music. But lahw long will
you keep the forest still? iWhy, Christ
would come into that fairest and look
up, as he leoked through tee olivea and
he would wave his haud arld say, "Let
everything that hath breeth praise the
Lurd.n and, keeping tietie with the
stroke , of innumerable twinge there
would be 5,000 bird voicen leaping into
the harmony. Suppose this delegation
of musical performers whre tried iu
heaven. Suppese that forinchoice spirits
should try to do the singiog of the up-
per temple. Hush now, the-ones and do-
minions and principalitiell David, be
still, though you were thel"sweet sing-
er of Ismael!" Paul, keep 'inlet, though
you have come to that crown of rejoic-
ing! Richard Baxter, keel) still. though
tine is the "Saints' Everleuiting Rest!"
Fed- 'spirits now do all; the singing.
But how long would heaten be quiet?
How long? "Hallelniah!!' would cry
some glorified Methodist from under the
altar. "Praise the Lordll' would sing
the martyrs from &menet the thrones.
"Thanks be unto God, Who giveth us
the victory!" a great milltitude of re-
deemed ebirits would cry.-myriads of
voices coming into the hannony and the
144,000 breaking forth eito one accla-
mation. Stop that lend singing! Stop!
Oh, no. They cannot leder me You
might as well try to drewn the thun-
der of the eky or beat 'wick the roar of
the sea, for every soul in heaven has re-
solved to do its own eiugieg. Alas, that
we ohould have tried tin earth that
which s they cannot do ie heaven, and,
instnad of joining all one voi1lksi in the
praise of the most high Grid, delegating
perhaps to unconsecrateo men and wo-
raen this most solemn lin most delight-
ful service!
Sparkling Musint.
Music ought to rush erom the audi-
ence like the water fromht rock-char,
bright, sparkling. If alllehe other part
ef the church service do not
have the music dull. ith so many
thrilling things to singi about, away
with ull tinseling and stimidity. Then.
into:thing makes MO SO inezvons as to
sit in a pulpit and look 4ff on an audi-
ence with their eyes threetfourths closed
aud the ir lips almost sent, mumbling
the praisee of God. During my recunt
absence I preached to a large audience,
unit all the music they triade together
did net equal tale Pkyl k. People do
not sh l•p itt a coronation.
Flipp when we come
erownlier. In order tea
Do not let us
a Saviour's
'Teeth...lane
thie Ill 1111 stand ip, saes, a. lign
or winkles...tor tat !gimlet Ogees US. Pig tit
ell hi itli i say 15'W Wtt rill4111114 dil lisle
duty half me well as upright, we
thri,w our e to.le tasty to it. Let our
song he like an ac•clainat en of victory.
You have a right to sing. Le not Nur-
render your prerogative. 1
We want to rouse al
upon this subject. We w
of eur congregation to
inborn petulance, obduracy
and intractability woe' be soothed if
we had more singing in the hentiehold.
and then our little ones maid be pre-
pared fur the great e011 legion on Sab-
bath day, their seine u iting with eur
voice. in the prubee t Lord. After
a shower there nro ea of etrefuns
that mime tenet' the no,
voices rippling uud eine
to one river and then r
strength to the sea. tio
the Latent s iu our clin
our families
ant each family
be a singing
••••••.
It into the greet tale of public worship
that rens en and en to empty into tier
great, wide lietirt (eel Never can
wo have our church 'tug us it emelt tee
sil our famine« sleg its they might.
Then. e ill be a grant risvolutiou
this 'tubes t ull tier ("simile's Goil
a nem. 11..wri by his spirit and roue.
up the old hymn...eel tune% that hue..
het been lime. then half nestle. elm e tin,
dna, ef our grundfathere 'the silent
prwa in the rhumb will breuk forth in-
to mune, atilt when the conducee takes
his place tin the Sul-bath day there will
be a greet host of v. lees rushing into the
harmony. My Galenite trend:4. if we
have ro taste fee this st reel. on earth
what -will we do iu heart u, where they
all sing and sing ferever? I would that
our eineriug ewe's- mielit Itee the eat-
urnee Mel- nee • ie. • ,
morning in tie ...; .5.•
gin mese es . tie.
help of feet to harge it duty which
none of us hes frilly performed. Axel
now what mole apor riate thing can I
do than to give (rut the doxology of 1`.!,
Le-act:ie. "Unto Iiim who hath lov• ' us
an•I :isle d frt m our sins in his own
blood, to lona be glery forever!"
Blind-fold.
A wutnan ass
no right to "go - -
=
f I k
it blind" in met-
er% of life and
health. Nile has
tight to shut
ber eyes to the
plain facts of het
physical be I it ir
att 1 the cense
'MIMI* of nee.
hen One Its. no
rieht to be weevil.
ell aild 111 wit
she might he !hip-
py and free BIM!
Pala
•••••
e
s
14.• .s.
nfaill‘nehnesser-
Weteen whe dm* themith 1Ife weighed
devest ett tootle 101111t1Hit, titreglee VONA-
Slip dieftaa at llirlf SIT MA deism
'halt hill dela Its themselves ,Thee Mr Ind
hiking the Itillitaa whiqh onlighteited eel
ogee admit. them tef WS/ WllIl Mid steel
and cspeler
Thset speviel complaints from which so
many women toffee ere not necessary I
Pierce's Peverite Prescription positively
cures even the most severe and obetinete
cases.
It is not a haphazard medicine. It is not
a ' cure-all." It is a scientific remedy de•
vised by an educated and experienced spe-
cialist for the one purpose of curing the
special diseases of woincn.
Tens of thousands uf women have lIcen
restored to perfect health by this wonderful
" Preocription." In many instances they
were actually given up as hopeless by pity-
siciins and family doctors.
"I have taken ts_ith your • Cuilden Medical Dis-
ecn•cry • and ' Favorite Prescription' for chronic
bilammation of the uterus and bladder.- writes
Mot. NI. A. Scott. of Park Rapids, Hubbard Co ,
Minn. " I also had stomach trouble which was
terribly distressing I have been cared of all.
had .,ifterea untold miw-ry for four years pre-
vi.ms to Viking your treatment, but began to tecl
tly.• good effect at once."
Dr. Pierce's thousand -page illustrated
book. "The People's Common Sense Med-
ical Adviser" contains information of price-
less value to women. A paper-bound copy
will be sent absolutely free on receipt of 21
one.cent stainps to pay the cost of mailing
on/r. Address World's Dispensary Medical
Asssw:ation. Buffalo. N.V. For a handsome
cloth-bound copy send et stamps.
r*TI p.,
t
14.,41 \ •
7,:t-'147•.71 A r
Iiit.;11.k.iteass•
147_,*kfit
r
eti"' i.,5kEdULATOR I
For n:i e.;:.•usos peeu;!ar to wor•An a- 1 a
irris. It loses tip tho Nerves, Improve)
the Appptite, Ear:cites the Blood, and give>
Life, Ilealtti and btengtli.
Queen of Tonics.
flAKF-A THE. COMPLEXION CLEAR.
FREE/ a boom of -Monthly" 1.4.,m•d hieing PIlls with rech bott:e.
lor sale by all dealers or seet direet
ii7-3n receipt of in Ire by
NEW SPENCER MED. CO., Clukusasega, Tam.
LADIES' SPECL4L 4TMENT:
eases requir:ng spec tp?.atinc..t, a 1 -
dress, giving syinp• .nr, Lancs' Pie
Departmest. advice a 1 book on
1)!...,eases Willi tostir nials tree.
For Salo and E.-commanded by
R. C. HARDWICK.
"11111/11 11 HAIR BALSAM
PARK EI4
sad bwioulloa Stui Este.
rou • • 1112,411144#44ti
Pryer Pans At 1 C. eta
Ha.' to its Taut)) tiy4.. IC411•411tellt ilattaipWajlin
•••  _
lsky
MATCHING MATERIAL
b. a tiresome undertaking which ott•-n
results In fftilure.and ait11114.4hIng.'neur-
ly a match" is never sallaactory
There's one thing that you cannot
match; that's
Efecfro-Eilicon
The Famous Silver Polish,
because there is no oth.-r like ft. N••nr1(
boasekeepers use it, A trial quan-
tity which Is sent
FREE TO ALL
will tell you hy. Then tior secret of helm
tiful silverware1M yours.
Simply send your address on a postal
to SILICON, 80 Cliff St,. New York.
WSW
ebietseassarN tagadsb 1:..amad Emma&
NNYROYAL PILLS
Odle nal surs1 ly slat.5511. aloay• 1111A,A. LA 0.•. 5.8
Vratigial Pow itsta,•:•••
•••••15,vul 1, Mot Itel G 44 awl.
••• •••••1•..164. T.ine
as at•ea. Rota. •••••-,••••••• wial.stas.
sorest-1 aso•nocc At sitsartits••••••14.le staispa f isalibtitita• • •
keno! re- L•41111444• is Ws,: ay rata,
Mist,. I 04004 T.sinia• h...
Clilehot•.401.cadimilCe „llisttsk... MaassLocal 104.•44•
COLDIN HEAD
ted th'i'• ri•••01t.
iris and sudden ells
ic
repiedy does
lot contain tureen
any otber in•ur•-
,as drug.
ELY'S
Cream Balm
prl. and ei...tes the
•...tpadisaigesailloys
and
heals nod pin-
1.11.• tA 1 • ;A • na.11.1s quick ly
suched. SilvEs tell... at cher. L I cents at
drocalst4 or by nth i s• eents by
mai,. ELY ElluTIIEES.
55 Wu: reit st , New York.
Secret of Beauty
is health. The secret cflie2.101 t:
the power to (Hge ;t p.11.1 assim
ilate a proptT quanity of foo,
This c:s.n • th;ne whe,
the liver doe.; not act L.' s
Doyou know this?
-Fu•t's Liver Pills are an abso
lute cur.. for headache, dys-
pepsia, sour stomach, malaria
constipation, torpid liver, piles
jaundice, bilious fever,
ness and kindred diseases.
Tuft's Liver Pills
41/1.14oP.
-Leave Hopkinsville-
No. 2, Mail end Express, daily, :70 ant
" 9 :Nip m
" 14 Hopkineville and Prinetion
itoesmi triode t to p iti
ArrIvellopkInsville-
No. I Mail and Ex ',reale daily, I I :30 a ni
" it p
" Hoek insville anti Prierefen
ICCOUlinodatioti   10:110 a in
THE SHORT LINE
to Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louie,
Cairo, Memphis, Vicksburg and New
Orleans, making direct menet-tem fer
points in Arkansas, Texas, California
aud
All Points in the
West and Southwest.
Through sleeper% timi free reclining
chair cars front Premeto to Memphis,
New Orleans and intermediate points.
itain side with '
, pouring in- 1, 
E. M. Siteetworin. Ann
Hopkinsville, Ky.
ling in united W. A. KELLOND. A. G. P. A ,
would have all Loe:wville, 
Ky.,
ch fiend forth A. H. Heersots, G. P
. A.,
rat...to lifieet of Drava. aud praise. pouring t 
ohicno,
•
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GOVERNOR HUNTEH.
That's What the "Cum.Shoe
Statesman" Wants to be,
He WIL L NOW DTCL NE
Tee Gauleim)lan Like .•u they
Ship of ha Po, t of Lainsv nd
Rt.e. Ft 1. .1... SC.
• , Yi
Loatet , Ky., Se , 21 -It is fee
Hiltlateeti to-t. ti.ot ier. W. Gime. v
Orme- wte r nem. th • U
MLitetto; to.11 rent,•lit I;. acisy
&bask • th•• rateP for GoverneT t al) ear,
nelice. A1111111 01'111-r to retaiu control
of the perty he has di ‘1...
to Peet-trate. Mr le M Barnett, of teleu
celerity, and impure th.. Survey orehip of
the Port of Lonieville fur idnietelf,
It is known that Hemet omut. weeks
twit cum.. te the entoilitaion that let hail
been altimtraelted, for he lino been ree•
ommeutled liy Ih.tioe for the Nut vryor.
Alin) and had liven premixed the pities,
hut si hen he itimiettril on the "'Oriel
Well/ heill$ rieht awn, theie ate
always omit, sort at an ',Ivo.. punkt ftt
daing PIM alai ha etta. olooly Ilia. it
wail tieing hide tip for !laptop in patio Its
should ha cleared up of Ilia britem,
charge anti should then prefer that plates
to the Uautemalan Mission, whieh,after
all, is only a fourth-rate plate+. On th s
aecount a noel feeling eon'« time mso
sprung up between Barnett on the ore
side and Hunter and Delete un the
other.
It is said that Hunter has really come
to the conclusion that he can be elected
to the Governorship. Of conree he could
not come anywhere near being eleetee
but then could have the Surveyorship. a
good, fat office, to console him and make
up for his defeat.
A Good Small P. rat for Sate
We Will sell un ream:suede terme to
suit parch:yen and at a very reasonable
price, a term belonging Mrs. Eine .1
I 'attelle (formerly Fleming) tont:emu's
lee acre., fairly wellemproved, dwell-
ing honey on it containing three rooms
end kitchen and ether out !envies; Rio
acres cleared Mild in cultivation Ned 56
armee well timbered. -This land lies 10
miles south of linekinsville. Kv
mile front Ky a retinue ota•
non On tho Ularioiville and Prieceten
division of the Lonioville Naehville
Railweiri, in an exeellent neighberhood.
school house Oh edge of pLiee and eon-
ventent to church. a and mills (haw r
HUNTER WOOD et i,oN.
July 18, 1897. Attorney:.
Notice to Creditor,.
All parties holding claims again,'
Cox & Boulware are hereby notified tr
tile their claims, properly certified, with
tne on or before October 9th 1E97
Also portents indebted to Find firm re
Cox & Bonne-are will please pay Fame
to me at once and save coot. In tittle
that I may wial up the affairs of Cr.
re Bout • are a- quietly as possible, it is
quested that claiins be filed without
delay.
St pt. 9th le! 7
Jack Moore, Assienee,
Cox & Houlware
---- • --
Rheumatism Cursd,I a • Dar.
"Mystic Cure" for ithettameriem ••1
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to dny-
Its action upen the system is renairksei
and mysterous. It removes at one, t'
cause and the dimmer ieneediately el,
ippears. The- first deseerentlo ben- 3••
75 ceette Seni by R. O. Ilseriestet
ries lionktmewitte
•••
Those women of Hopkinsville who
believe in wometin rights are entitled te
make a kick. There is a city t,r
that prohibits women from going
any saloon in the city and 'emitting up
at the bar and taking a drink 89 the
lords of ereation do. Strange that no
kick has been made about such dis
criminetion. They ought to kick about
the tyranny of mere
•
5.5.5.01 HAIR TON Ml• •••••••••••• OtOr
GRA?.
• jani 1. 1*itn: i'ar."1 • :4.4" ""7 Ct. tf.oWit'n's":1rT"::tY' -1CD7:7.
A lineral distribution of DE gm post-
masters throughout New England. New
-`ork. Pennsylvania and Ohio w ould go
far to accustom all erections to the idea
of uesno postznasters. Strauss.. that Mr
McKinley has never thought of that.
Jest try a 10e box of Cesearets, tee
finest liver and bowel regulateIr ever
made.
A6ENTS IN'ANTED
JUVENILE HOLIDAY
And
STANDARD SUBSCRITION
BOOKS
By the W. B. Conkey Company, tie
tamest pai•lishers and manuf acturers of
books in t hP United Stat-s. Finest line
0( DPW holiday anti other subscription
books. oil the mat ket.
Also omelet wa kited for "THE SILVEI:
Sate." the latest anti hear text book tie
the silver question by the great meet •
lenders.
EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY.
LARGEST COMMISSION.
PRICES BELOW COM PE nrioN.
Write at once for eirenlars and special
tneno, stating your choiee of territery.
W. B. CONKEY COMPANY,
ell, 34e, 345, 347, 349, 351 Dearborn St.
wet stow CHICAGO, ILL.
THL -
New York Woild
Thrice-a-Weeic Edition!
Is pages a week ! 156 papers a year !
FOR ONE DOLL,AR. Published every
alternate Gay except Sunday. The
Ilinee a-Week Edition of The N
York World is first among all -weekly"
papers in size, frequency of publication,
end the freelmess, accuracy and variety
of its Is:Intent& It be • all the events of
et great jet daily at the price of a dollar
weekly. Its ptilitiral twee io prompt.
t•emplete, accurate slid Impartial, as all
reeding a ill teetify. It is intalem the
monopoliee end for the
It prods the ilessei se all the world,
hosting opt mill etitreepoodeere. fettle ell
plills/S fill Illti 4/111111. I
141111atif I.luetralltitoi, mimeo I
great nottiorgi, a primal humor pH'
nomplete inarkete depart meets t I
household and %omen's work and oth,
special departineute of UHUMlial inter. st
We effer this. unequaled nee 'paper
and the
The Weekly New Era
Together
One Year For $t.65,.
Addree. NEW' ERA, Hopi iiev ille, Ny
.-1A'it YOU
• 10 11,tni •. 4,• .
sti:DY CO.. Mit
. • blc.aget, Ill.. f pr., I •
, 1111404PALIfs0. urvt
• 54 asya. 10111.pmaam 1,0011 free.,
-wesiktriaseee --e-areete.• *So . •
Inherited
Blood Taint.
Here is a case of inherited blood taint
which resulted in wh•A ilitrairlie.1 to lie
a t•oinplete wreck of an innocent young
life. The most serious feioure of brine
afflicted with a blood disease Is the I let
that intiocent potiferit v must suffer. The
in in or is-0min with the sl eleest taint
in the h:ood forces the unilesnah e leg-
acy of impurity upon their children
whoee veins flow with the impure inher-
itance which eandicaps them iu the race
of life.
No child who has a tra • of : ' A".
man b heaehy or strong, :eel :nee e-
lisnosed to Scrofula are t • a great
deal of sickness, because time- collet itu-
bone are weak anti cannot withstand the
many dangers which beset the path of
childhood. Medical stet istirs show that
a majority of lung troubles result dirt•ctly
from Scrofula, so that • child fflicted
with this disease is likely to fall a vic-
tim to dreaded consumption.
Mr. W. A. Clayton, of Addie, N. C.,
believes S.S.S. is the ouly blood remedy
which can have any effect whatever
upon obstinate ca es. Ile says :
" My three-year-old boy had the worst
case of Scrolule ever heard of. He
*Z;*
NS. W, A. CLAYTON.
mai aim NOISY tileed remedies aril hem
relief. awl trtiited by the heat iii.oture,
hlitiewaeievenuir,°elindInthiletdiwse"arie° filial la I I 11. grows al  it Iced'
in curvature of the spine, making him
utterly helpless.
" The haul sores on his neck increased
in size. and were a seurce of constant
pain. Ile was in this pitiful condition
for two years, when some one recom-
mended S.S.S., stating that it had cured
some of the worst cases of blood d iseases.
As ,,00n as his system was under the er
fect of the meeliciee. ale sores began to
get better, and in eight des's were com-
pletely healed. Before long he could
walk on crutches, and was improving
every day. In three months he threw
aside his crntches, for he had no further
use for them ; the dreadful d•sease haul
betel eliminated entirely from his sys-
tem. and he was restored to perfect
health. The cure was a perm.inentene,
as no sige of the disease has returned
for ten years."
S S.S. is a real blood remedy. ann
promptly reaches all d ep-se 'tea and
obstinate blood diseeses, it matters not
whit other treatment has failed. It is
the only remedy which acts on the cor-
rect principle of forcing the disease from
the system and getting rid of it perma-
nently.
S. S. S. is a sure cure fo• Scrofula.
Cancer, Catarrh, Eczema, Rheumatism,
Tetter, and all other blood diseases. It is
Purely Vegetable
and is the only remtelv guaranteen to
contain no potash, mercury or other
harmful mineral.
Books on blood and skin diseases will
he mailed free to any address by the Swift
Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
Pr fessicnil ;
[HAS. 0 PROVV5E,
.1 iortivy I- w.
h J I n e
I W. HARNED. M. 0
rilYtifeittit lid I
SI111:1`011.
.)FFICE over T. M. Jones',
corner Main end Steamer.
wee 5: HOURS: 9-11 a. 2-4 p. in.
Hetet insvine, ies
'flutter Wood. Hurter Wood, hi
II 1 NV ft 11.1.tt. .IsN
'titter/11.0s.... 1 Ihsys
Gana in Hopper Reek. up .031y., ow.
Bank
OPIt IN RV ILLE I 'i N
Vr. /I TANDY,
= = INT
Crown and bridge eork specialty
Office over Richard and Co's mon
Main St.
Dr. T. F. Stan:i7n
Hag opened a branch cf his Veterinary
Hospital and horse-shoeing ehop oil
Eighth Street, opprwite W T. toutee
e image seep. Hopkiesville, Ky . where
3 is now ready so serve the public.
SKILLED MECHANIN
who have been in his .in• ley for years,
shoe anything from u nen horse to a
tattle.
NEW SHOES 25, E II
TERM`s:-Cash or motehly (emirates.
r„,k, II ,4:1J
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L. 4%, \ ,s his
SOUTH 04 1.,
!co. 56 Aecont',Iatio.
bfl Fast line
" 51 Mail
" 91 New Orlesta lis..
.No• TH
52 Chicago & St Lori. fee
92 Mail
54 Fast line . .
.0 Accommodation, arrives 7 ;SO p. 10.
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The Tragedian Will Probably App•ar
at Holland, Opel a it. my).
Manager tialbri 'all Is MAIM/ an ef.
f..ri p•eure Themes E. K441114 awe
...mpaity for one slight tit Iiiillatat's
epe re bowie daring the+ perm 11 W14'11111
I I. 1. Flier. Mr greet tragent..n hooked
' to to hy, Events Osie I Of•
4.,-,0,1,8„11.g (Sr en nen r e4tles
'• oubtles me le le
14 b..% Ili di
!tie a.t 1.0,11.0
',es. I!' , • •1
hos MO tour pi. astir.. anti
pr fit, tie is oto• ot thf. rienn
01 S. LO stesei adle•
to Smite sr.-are-fin and auta r
el.o s. He is au iter•-r who behtev.
more in artieg than in prottn••tion
h- has demonstrated this that
popmar putties inter. st in the pens
which he ereftente bag 110t abat d.
Mr. Keene is uecompanied be Charles
B. Hanford, a ho how ticeupies a prom-
inent position among the youtiger Am
ermati tiagediatio. He was fortn. rly
with Booth find Barrett. Felley lenveu-
port, Modiesita aud other million stars.
The eompany supporting this trag• than
is large linti emu intent °rotes item,
••••••• • 44111.-
Registration!
Registration at all vot.
ing places in flopkinsville
Tuesday, a tobgr 8, from
6 a, in. too p. m.
-wen • taw
The ethleiltete et: 41Aletteete
Sloth Aneual Cativatitiue Wilt Sle a
goielos affair.
The ineth annual reeve. tr. n of the
Kentucky Beekers' Antoci:own to ! .•
held in Frankftet October 6 4!•il 7, e
be a notable affair, aecteruiter to the
plans of the various able commutetn.
Hopkineville will be representeti by Mr.
J. E. McPbereen, f the of Il(.p.
kinsville. An attiuctive proisraw hea
been arranged, width iueludes twiny
iteeresting featnres. Ainany the speak-
ers will be Bradley. Mr M eery Pet•r,
and the Hon. A. ii...Huniptirey, ef Lore;
'svelte ihe meeting will be pr. si eel
over by Preeident J H L,Ath, rested
the Rev. John II. Itleensky B
will levee charge of the re . ster-
eises. One of the eloef feature.. of tee
nuvention will be tee bat:time tender
ed the visitero ny the beekers ef Frank-
fort at the Capitol llotel on the evenieg
of October 6.
a
15 head of grey mules and horses r
sale a.
tilewtf C. H LAYNE'S Stilt le.
CCNDITION IS IINFAV-RABLE.
Tobacc ) Declined Thirty-Two Points
Might, nth.
The United Stat. s report, just isened,
has the fo lowing about tobacee
"ehe condition of tobasmo has declin-
ed 32 points daring the mouth, aud is
now (1 points below the condition Sep-
teruber 1, teed, and 4 poiuts below the
average coudition for the last ten years.
rile condition in the principel tobacco•
producing States and the chat ges dur-
ing August are us follows: Kentucky,
62, a decline of points; North Caroli-
da, 92, the SAW as last month ; Virgin-I
ut, Si5, a decline of 5 penes; Tenueesee,
66, a rierroase of 4 points; Ohio, •
decline of 2 pollee; Indiana, 48, a de-
'line ot 27 ptento."
Burkett & Co., Real Estate Agri.
• -•••••••  sow--
WES VERN KEN /U,..KY it./atiCCO
Prost Destroyed Fatly On...Third of
the Crap.
It is estinutted that et 'oat onsethird
ef the tehacco rep in Wsstern Kehtuc-
ky has been destroyed by the recent
frosts. A large portion hus been dam-
aged. 1 lie principal portine of the crop
has been housed Th At not nienaged is
sive to be of a good quality and will, no
doubt, bring a good price A greet
deal of tobacco hag been sold iu the
;Hitch tinting the past few deye at an
averaot• Tire tif ("erne per pound oil
stunate d when hotead aed cured
nr Rale
On reesonable tei mo and ar moderate
p • Ps. too linu•es and lots (bri. k con
f",) on Not th Vircifoti etreet
Breese; Woo!) &
4 t ro.t Srd. Ifs97
Trouble lot
An exchange oayo: "There iit trunble
in earl tor afoot) for the Puisll boys of
ilopkiinville. A leading teerchaut ed.
v ruses a heavy cut in the price et slip-
Tobacco Advancing
Tonaeni is advazwine on all the Ken-
tacky markets on account et the recent
f nets.
re. I'll".
Send your addrees to H. E Bneklee&
tio chested:I. and get a free sample box
of Dr King's New Life Pills. A trial
will convince you of their merits. Thee°
pills 14111 easy in action and are partite'.
larly effective in the cure of constipa-
tion and sick headache. For malaria
anti liver enables they have been proved
invaluable. They are guaranteed to Ise
perfectly free from every &Item pee,
substence and to tie purely vegetable.
-Hwy do not- weaken ley Heir feline, but
by giving tone to ittomach and bowele
greatly ineigointe the eystene R. toiler
alai, 25e per bottle. Sold hy R. 0
Hardwick, drugeists.
t•011 111411 SS lit soul. tua.. up when-
the foe man left off.
The Culetiis ere how making repid
progress t 'said tee 00.41 ation of 11 e) •
ler.
,r(to ago is a id rein t,ia it 'limn. I .1)
have eusietrukts, foLowt a in fuer days
by ruins,.
Until St 6441 • haV.: ior, lilt t. 04441 lit
e4 t ltiatit 01/ the liedubice s
he. u: to pros/we ay.
.—
. !ere t...•ver (lova.
14114. 1111 .4.s• i I.V t U,.11 tiler
It II 'I N . Jer- se his recite Slot.% 10
ti. • Ue it St •1.• S woe
it,
, f
111- MCI 11 later Xta.•1*.14-'4. buy :lig ineq. ?
_ _ _ _
R.. I 11 P . r.
Ilene, nem N. .v Hampshire, s ,3
linpiliol• an vilify pl. t.ge insole at St
Leafs ter the fret then of Cuba "ie ero
ce. fere with g slowness."
Al.lei•ne reports a tiatuami for Litor,
and tile fact that not a. solitary sti ike
exists: in that State That section is in
luek ; it hest no Mark Hamm. tier • m
ploy. rs who re. I MI" )I1• meth' di
The Sept nettle-4i Mine) betuovrat oeys :
"Thurston imp* Mark Henna is a prove
deuce of God Ile might ss ith equal
truth have said the Patna thing About
the yellow f••ver or ally other plegue "
Mesta all how tunny that Dingly tar
iff mark's, It a lip pigged lo Were..
nf Americee Islor, but welters are ate,
rano while i rorrehltie the Muse
Wall lab( ter most loll to Wt. Oh is Sadlig
up.
The pripi.lotti
"tint 01411 lits/nt 11010 141/11111,111'11 Itlli
Tlitly 1111014 also gild Ilia Hole is 'wall
11141c I list It al IMF shining ulsot 10411
his erne %hire se- Whits their iv..1 mit
pleat
I he . or ) -
t. , .
1.•y ar; ... • , ' epee-Ism: . t of
flo-sr Int in any. gisitO, is lo g Il •
.1-roe cif lee ways mei movieg adores
toa aril the Chicago platform."
Th. Peter a.,-iLt Va I R gal •
asks the totem ittg nes pestle. r,t
tion ; "If McEntee Ism and flatinanm.
are doirg so much for the whe It in tr
ket, why not 110 .4 lull lfi for tten work
111i:e'en who have to buy the lir ?"
AK Governer of Ohio Mr Melitel.y
etas a feiiiire, atid se fur teen, hes to th-
ing harpies. d to intimate that hie At,
nutoistrat 011 44 President a ill zee ale)
be • (pally as umeh of a finiere. The
fact of the buitteese is *het noth•
i,-g in Mr. M.,iithley; he's mere,y
fieure-beed.
Ex-S- eater li.gail•, !tier g t
front of W in J Bryan, wettest' g 11 -
clog time lips tied burning eye in mute
anterishment, SP111:11k.d t the cencln
eion of the opt,. eh: ••That
rim empire. He is au extraoreniart-
geteue " Preis.. from such • mail as
Jetta James Ingalls is prasse indeed
If•ere is 1St 14 in .n in tee nentiu beam
qualified to Jo-ea. of such mattere,
he is himself a ea taus
-- -
Buckle-en Arnica Snlve.
The beet salve in the world for ruts
Imaistee. an re. , u cers. t rheu in. fever
pewee. tetter, chapped batten (+Resin-
eern• and ell skin eruptions, am: peke
tively cures piles, or no pay requiree
It is guaranteed to give perfect eatistee
tion or money refunded. Price twenty
five cents per box. For sale ny a. C.
Hardwick
Gov Hindman, by making the race
for Olt nit of the Court of Apt:wills. is aid-
ing ruther than neer, ing She,: elford.
11111 make all Pentrx.rdt.
11.1 Pure tit (Time out and vote for Shack
Alford, eaeh vote he receivrs sv 11
be (flu to half a vote for Shackelford,
Itecane• hut fer Hindwan's candidates
that vote would have gone to Bailey, the
Repnehean, end would have vomited
whole vote against Shaekelford.
Notice to Creditors.
All parties holding claims again. t
G. V. Cetupb..11 are hereby notified to
file their claims with me or A. P
Crockett, properly verified, on or before
Oct. leth, le97. All venous indebted te
G. V. Campbell a-ill please pay same te
rue and save POSS.
Sept. 15th len 0. B. Underwnod,
Assignee of G. V. Campbell
Cita 4t
- - 
--- 
If the. Gimlet American fortune is al-
io to sta tn Europe by marriege, the
eernerwan rearriespethle man of limitee
means will indeed cry out in his demean
that Itel,uMican gove.reiment is a failure
If we hs.I few titles to go along wait.
our leek ef money, thns putting us on it
footing with the titled fellow's over ii
Europe we could hare kept at home th•
linticire-is of millions of dollars that
have within the last t Runty year.. gime
mbrotie tn pay for titlee. The French
are smarter than we are, fer while they
have a Repubert they also have some ti•
tits witu whieh to acquire a . share of
the A:eerie:in aiinually pan.
for the privilege of being called "Her
Grace" or the Princess So and Se. Yes.
unless We rig up come Fort of tithe ot
our o the 'United States LI soon lt
the peorest Datum in the worm as each
interuetioull Ulan nil& decreased b3
many miliions the aggregate uatiouai
wealt h.
The "Bicyclist's Beet Friend" is a
femiliar name fer DeWiteit Witch He-
e I SAlve, alwas 84 ready for elm-even
vow While a spectle• for pile., it also
instantly relieves and cures Cliffs.
bruisee, salt eczema and all uf
fectiono of the skin. It never fails. R
C. Hardwick.
AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.
WE ARE ASSERTING LN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "OASTORIA,” AND
" PITCHER'S CASTORIA,'' AS O
UR TRADE. MARK.
I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,
was the originator of “PITCHER'S CASTORIA," the same
that has borne and does now on every
bear the fac-simile signature of d{Mdttr-4------94€ wrapper.
This is the original " PITCHER'S CASTORIA,9 which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over Warty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it
the kind you have always bought . on the .
and has the signature of wrap-
,
per. No one has authority from me to use my name ex-
cept The Centaur Company of which Chas. H. Fletcher is
President.
March 8, 1897.Do Not Be Deoeived.Do not endanger the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some druggist may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the in-
gredients of which even ha does not know.
" The Kind You Have Always Bought"
LiEARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE OF
•
Insist on Having
The Kind  That Never  Failed. You.
„
esennereseingennesenenieneenefeeennelnlIereeennestestenneee 'seen so. " -nee in ;
• AIM"':";: •
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Alaska Gold
is har to get. Fairbank's
G LD
UST
Is Auld everywhere.
Cldans Evetything
!MAD* ONLY BY
THE N. K. FAIRS/INK 00 MPANY,
chic:ago. se kends. New York. Ruston. d'Llaudelphia.
Dust
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STOCK SHOW
Illegiollellammemesanesestaigne. -ease:ens.. tes-' _e'neeteesenff=1! 21I
FiltST ANNUAL 0_ h
Of the Christian County
Fair Company, Inc., to
he Held at
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.,
I DAY, Aso SATURDAY
OCTOBER bth and (Ali.
The wants of exhibitors have been
carefully, studied and a liberal premium
lift offered that will attract and bring
the be.at stock in Christian and adjoin-
itig counties to compete at this show.
Special arrangements for public, ve-
hicles.
....GOOD MUSIC....
No gambling, drinking or racing
will be allowed.
AD.IISSION : : : 25 CENTS.
For Catalogue, or fitrther inf-nna-
t on, address
11. V. DULIN,PRESIDENT.
JOUETT HENRY,
ASS'T. SECRETARY,
EN
7444ii“44U.44641;i...
It-Vitlii! Soon Dv Th;ie
To look up atti erbaul your heating SIM. WO
undertake to re-place any wern or brck. a parts.
Have complete line 'Prnensular,- "Steel Anchor"
Cook Stoves end Ranges, everyone fluarauteeti, and
as low in price as any ',triers of equal worth.
We Do ot ClatTi They Are the Best.
But Are Eoual to Any Cn the Market.
T et us figure onnee our oil eud gasoline stoves.
your new metal roofing and gutternes. or repair or
re-paint the old. Pest pumps, I reezers, refrigers.
tor.. glass and china-ware store, granite iron. enem-
eled steel, tin and wooden ware. It will pa) you tO
bee us.
Opposite
.EII4Ct. "‘ar411::101.T.ZOT
001 Latham. Hopkinerville, Kentucky.
Hanna 4ust have bean thinking of
himself when he remarked that "occa-
sionally al light-weight gets into the
Uhited Stetes Senate," or could be have
bad in tumid his colleague, Joseph Bin-
gen Forakir? It is certain that he could
Ivhave no re erence to Kentucky's own
mid only . J. Deboe! No, no, away
• ith each n idea! perish the thought !!
Weak
vision is
aud gran
owl may
tired t
S live
-old on a
tey R. C.
The ex
0 ;tar, Ill
milarges t
lute head
es are made strong, dim
ade el. ar, yen are reniovni
and lids br bore e3 ot env
be epeedily eed effectuaily
le use of Seth, mann s Eagle
It's pnt up in tubee and
narantee by all dealers. Sold
ardwick.
— 
_
riment of a fish diet in De-
seems to prove that while it
e heads of svomen the mascu-
s hot expanded by it. Here
it a valuanle Wet for those new women
who are +ermined to item' if bot ex-
ert the III les of he race.
Small p reannoneeetee prevent greet
mischiefs. DeWitt's Little. Elrly Risers
are very mall pills in 'but are
twat effea ive in preventing the most
serious erne of liver end stomach
troeblea. The cure constipation at d
headatne nd regulate the bowels. It
C. ilerde ck.
_
Public eakers wbo &ever two 'lusty
Tie hest the Dingit y bill ought to be
run ••ut o the r•nerney.
The pie
1'1.1 to n•
tO 101
vrti.
Certain
with flys
che, salt
Yee• hay
wonld ha
r a '.nt
faneue at Wieshington is eot
fularg eff in the pie-crop,
over producnou of pe-seek•
y yen don't want tO suffer
pets, coustipatiou. sick 'seam
w ekuu anti loss of appetite.
neves tried DeWitt 14 Little
rs for tin•se complaints or you
e been eured. limy are meal,
at regulators. R CeHard-
A ItAL, • • .
.7.frivate: poyu, sr
They say now that [the Spaniards
&rely/R..1 t he. o sident't
.-tter to e.t.i oeen Regent ofep.pain as
efollowee nete est 1 jes
set goZldf
friend, William McKinley." The
Presiden put a period, Atf!.er the first
of11,1 Al I Wo d a D t
'''1111:rti 
tr414ioondliTithrisCA3 !idhrolatphttippdelk uob(ku'i
eYour
nee
- .if tee to Spanish eyes.
ewntse,„saltitelateri_.....7kat.en.o._.11,0s,er.a,kkeindioierygetrialnwe.
If ther ere capable, homet colored
men tent to the intim, elf Preitinisoter
they er errtnttily to be found In M..
MeKlitle •• own Stets of Ohio, Why
Ztottirehde ot.altilfteuthoi.r.olv..o
ltruncihs +hat lo n% 11(14feeivoyii
v :tory to his party ? If nein,
peatimiethrs are suitable for Georgia
they are lineal certainly hood eutsingh fur
Ohio.
_  
Joiet T basso° lent and Smoke Your
• Life Away.
,
If youlwant to quit tobacco using eas-
lye and orever, be iiiade well, etrong,
one:Teti , fun of new life and vigor,
:eke N Te-hac, the wonder-worker,
hat ee weak men strong. Many
etin ten pounds in ten (into'. Over 400,-
toe cured Buy No-To-Par of your
.ireggis uuder guarantee to cure, 50c
es 00 neuelet lied eernele niatleed
• a. otetung tierstaody CO., Ohba-
", or Now York.
__I--
I
1
i
Gen. Groevenor, of Ohio, evidently
rxhansted hie figuring ability when he
figured Mr. MI Kinley into the Presi-
dency for he hasn't figured atty, since.
Poor old fellow !
Moments are useless trifled away:sad
they are tiatmerouetly wasted if consum
ed by delay III carea a here One Minute
Cough Cure would bnug immediate re-
lief. R. U. Hardwick.
-
The ghost of Aline Boleyn having
again appeared in theTower, some mem-
ber of the Enelish royal fatuity is ex-
pected to pass away FOWL
. 
Running solve. indo ent ulcers and
troubles, even though -of many
yearn staudisig. may Le cured toy using
0.-Wates Witch Hazel Salve. le &sone.,
greaten/mug and heels. It is the great
one Cure.
For: ker tht clo the Republican vote in
ensto will show a great fallieni off this
year. It's eertain that he'll de uothing
to try to nrevent a falling off..;
Ta heal the broken and dietased tis-
snee, to eouthe the irritate d surfacee, so
tustately relieve and to permanently
mire is the iniasion of DeWitt's W itch
Hazel Sat-3. R. C. Hardwick.
The Turk hea conteuled peace with
the Greek and is How free to eetuni to
his peaceful occupation of Murdering
Christians.
- 
. ____.
John ehertean hasn't yet ttiken the
stump in the Ohio campaign
4- -
Chills are a bal sign. teeing portend
tie- oncoming uf eer!ono entities. 1 hey
pr,•etele pneumonia, is tlininotti^l of the
bowels, an many other daegeneno crit-
erion. Th y should never be tolriected.
Pr. lie:l's •-pparmint Chill Tome cures
them. It testes like mint candy. All
leuggists gluarantee it.
Wheresoever
enr,,:..oss '
eV JOHNSON'S BILUADO/4111 Peurnia.
FrOin 1-neses or sprains to rheu-
matism-it corers every case. It
is like the touch of a soft, warm
Land on an aching forehead. In-
flammation subsiche beneath it.
No other so sure sad qu,ck. Look
for the Red Cr es the fees cloth.
JOIINS,,, JOUNSON.
Iltaanatactur. .. Saw York
Teeth. lath.
Extrwited without pain for
50 cents with vitaliked:air.
A FULL . SET OP TRiTH $7.
Teeth inserted wi out
plate. I
Oleand Broken Dowo
Natural teeth made as good
as new . Crown ar 0 bridge
w or k spAeinly. All
work guaranteed at
Ballimui. Derital P4flors,
Summers Building,
Hopkinsville,
t.
•
ei
